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MUCH WAS DOING
turearbaresdttbdamibyto sipee 41:nr.
wasI'‘hej iicC NOT ShINED YET THE OFBeadles and Rogeais,. but
terwards the woman, telephoned, po-
lice headquarters that she had h e
Peilice Had gushing Trade a mistake, her moirmy not dinningbeen stolen, but found in the cabinet
,sunday and yesterday. of her home whete she had placeVt.
ICITY _COURT DOCKET
WILL BE LARGE TODAY
*letting Scrape Last knight About
f. Sunflower—Negro Barber Shop
Porters Get Lively.
L.ABOR DAY WA i NOT
A DULL ONE FOR POLICE
Busineitee- elstirely been good
*outlet the city hall since Sunday, as
Tzuany arrdstii-have hien made, a
7numbcr stlite„,w)aisit were important
ones. lu 'DiVe Crois did not
hold police court yesterday on ac-
count of Labor Day, and as numer-
-ous offenders await him on account
•ot the h.- hasty rush and Sabbath lay-
•over, he will love-this morning one
-of, the largest courts ever held in
•one single day. The authorities were
'kept constantly.at work and the pa-
trol wagon wirig&ng *mite bnnging
-effenders to the hall and transacting
cther busiftess.•
Wantodn't Nitride/shore.
Yesterday Chief Collins got a tele-
gram front R. A. Stevers, of Mur-
physboro, jll,
i
Asking the Paducah
authoritieaftesess f Maud Crawford,
colored was still at 914 Court, street,
•and if she ,`was' to place her under
arrest. She was located at this num
• her by Olhears Petter and Gourimut
and placed, under arreet. Stevens was
tten notified ot %hi- fact4 but as yet
,nothing bas berm reoeived from him
as to when he will conic after the
female. In his telegram requesting
the arrest he disk not say what the
female was winged for.
Too Much Music.
• Ella Howe was arrested at the in-
stance of Patrolmen Dotter and Gout
• km( on the charge of letting people
play on Sunday the piano she main-
bins at her mach on West Court
street.. The instranient was kept
loudly going Sunday and though
warned to desist from further play-
ing. she refused to take advice, as
• instead she 'got bact" at the police,
who warranted her.
Unionists Fall Out.
Ed Pankey, a ship carpenter, was
arrested last evening by Officer John
'Heiman on the charge of cutting
‘Vm. Smith, a member of the same
union organization. He stabbed
Smith ia.ilhe right shoulder and left
breast with a pocket knife as the re-
sult of 4;qttishiff• they had about
'some suaflinrara. Is happened at
Second Aprjeiltrson streets.
The ship carpenter.; were in the
Citing 134 lparade . yesterday.
.tat wbile.going along
die cPankey found a
.1014 bought las
gave each *hip
war nt ain
and
the ma;
had Aoc
oi
earplot4arier ar 
th
t in Amu totle4
soft • to weal'e one offer-
ed him ind .iffiiiiltronght on the row
which risifffreelti"Piriserty doing the
carving. giinith'-is kid up at his
home on the SiAit-U.Stee, hut is not
dangeronsty • ininetil.
v• •
4larbet "Map Row.
E -Thidtk White hither. and
Will Bich+j1.0dirPd:rillellidley, colored
shop prir*4 'tad iliegettletal Cgint at
the Smitlfbitber shop, ore Third be-
tween Brdidway end 'Keisencky ave-
nue, yesterditr"shfiffly after nom,.
They were arrested by Officers John
;On and.,R trivi•, took them no
e trotihlt wa4 had ivith
Puck. w a; inclined to play bul-
ly, and got unairhitlpim Albe jaw by
Assistant janlerv ,rurchase for
trying to bulldoze everyone,
The shop had closed for the day
and the barber and two porters were
-insidt. The polled** of the opin-
ion- that they weree-drffitg a little
drinking, When the white non got
into trouble with the twO negrees
over something and They pummeled
hina good, bringipg blood in several
places, Abqt i4 ante Othrt Fisher
• -walkedsineo hp and the negroes
thinking he clime in to help Tindell
jumped him. lie was -thrown out
bbdlTjwrbbiftly latnys00, on one side
by landing ortinhe sidewalk in front
sti ehelrehhp. Pt/ ..eafCe the negrries
were holding' a high tinrand slug-
ging &faith** that came their way.
'mma /Um of Elev-
enth 
Ift 4.nd.
Yesterday E
arid Burnett street', got out a
Cl tire
mat;
home;
Some Bram Stolen. .
Wesley Davis, alias "Kid," colored,
Was arrested yesterday I. by -lpel
Policeman Bailey, of the
tral railroad yard forte:. on tie
charge of stealing some brasses 4re4e
the road.
Pistol and Money Gone.
Omer Clark, white, was lock
yesterday by Detective Willi
Baker on a petty larceny•char AO-
me .Reed claims that last Junes , the
man stole a pistol and $3 for
Ice Seller in Hock.
Mr. Henry Petter, the ice dealt)/
has gotten out a warrant against His
former driver, Pearl Amos,
v.ho yesterday surrendered bmalf
to the police to answer to the clialge
of converting to his own use $7 be-
longing to Mr. Petter. The latter
claims that Amos wopld sell ice but
not turn in all the money, clatottos
he had lost it. He was waved a
number of times and this having no
effect the warrant was .gotten out.
Mr. Pester claims he has learned
where the man lost the money shak-
ing the box for drinks and cigars.
Greathouse Worked On,
Greathouse Cheatham, colored,. has
been worked on from the cpticring
standpcint, which resulted in Charles
Johnson, colored, being arrested and
locked up by Officers McCune., and
Churchill on the charge of doles/ the
work. The cutting happencliai out
about Ninth and Wa-hington strew!
wiser, Cheatham makes his- "bass-
cut." It seetns he was sitting ,in a
'robin with hie watch .and $i.a5in
l•is hands. Someone called. him and
after laying his ticker and coin on a
chair he responded. When he re-
turned the valuables were tope. This
brought on a quarrel With Johnson,
who pulled his knife and cut Cheat-
ham several times on the head. but
none of the cute are sefions.
Victim Arrested,
Roy Moore, colored, not onty had
the misfortune to get stabbed, but is
now under arrest for the part he
tcok in the Fioherville racket Satur-
day night when he and other darkies
tried to run Sam Hobbs out of that
section, where Hobbs went frren
Frenchlown to do a little. society
stunt. Moore was cut by Hobbs
during the scrap, but not se sky.'
Hobbs did a little carving
when they tried to make him
of that neighborhood.
Breath of the Peace. ,..
Tom Baker, colored, was aireirted
yesterday by Cafficera McCung and
Churchill on the charge .1 breach
ct the peace.
. •
Got His Head Full.
Oscar Roberts, ship carpenter, waa
arrested yesterday by Officer Hessian
on the charge of getting *unit.
TEN ARE KILLED;
FIFTY iVGIIINDEDI
Bloodshed Follows Departure of Re-
servists From Libau.
Libau. Sept. 4.—The departure of
reservists Saturday night, was marl-
ed by socialistic rioting, in which ten
pereons were killed and fifty wound-
ed
The agitators 'fired frost a kribee
upon the mitftarS,, whit 'replied Nerds
a volley. The cavalry then charged,
using their sabres on the crosed A
detuchment of troops stormed the
house from which the shots " te
fired. One policeman *al kin
several soldiers we worm
Twenty-one wounded pereone were
taken to the hospital.
The reserviets did not anticipate
that rioting would occur. They had
just been entertained by the city and
were aicompanied by their wives and
children. There were many . ineo-
cent victims, women being included
among them.
JAPAN IS AROUSED/
Rumor of Revolution Because of
Peace Term*.
•
New York, Sept. 4—It Is
hi Tien Tsin, says a Londo
.to the Herald, that the
Japan over the concessibni
Russia in the proposed tie
deep that it is feared Mat
tion will break out throng get the
empire. This movement, it is de-
clared, has manifested itself TOkio
All cables ase cue.
epprled
patch
nt 
to
eso
rtvolu-
1,ig'frir sr Elizatertfoenn, /Cy.,
S today. ,
' •
Envoys Did. Not Attach
Names to Treaty Monday
RUSSIANS ARE NOT
" READY IT SEEMS
Yesterday it Was Fully Expected TO-
day Would See All Obstacles
Out of the Way.
ALLJEVOYS READY
FOR THE BREAK UP
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 4.—
... it was expected that the
treatgii Portsmouth would be sign-
ed to'. it early appeared this morn-
ing that this would not be the case,
and the outcome was accordingly.
The cause of the further delay of the
signing 'act was the "proctocol" or
minutes of the "historic session," at
which peace terms were agreed, it
not having been completed and ap-
proved at the time.
Both sides regard the official record
of the sitting of August 39 as of rite
greatest importance. The agreement
was reached in secret, but subse-
quently there was a "public rehear-
sal" in the presence of the secretaries,
after which the record was made, the
Japs offering their compromise, meet-
ing Ivith refusal, and finally accepting
the "ultimatum of the Czar—no in-
demnity and the division of &Abele."
. •
The cause of the delay was the
faith of the Russians, as the Japanese
relaxed that they had their
f the treaty and the "procto-
ady and Baron Komura had
cessary instructions to sign for
ussians doubtless held up the
g of the treaty for instructions
to stills from the czar, as there wag
no declaration of such power being
here
The envoys are all ready for the
breakup, but same will delay de-
parture for home. However there are
no definite announcements in this re-
gard as yet.
President Thanked by the Mikado.
Oyster Bay, L. I., Sept.'4-vairesi-
dent foosevelt received at 12:40 p. in.
yesterday, from the emperor of Japan
warm thanks for his "disiuterestcd
aprermtting efforts in the inter-
peace and humanity," and an
ion of the Japanese emperor's
'g *Ltd appreciation of the distin-
guished part" the president has taken
in the establishment of peace in the
Far East.
The cablegram, which was received
from the emper)ar personally, fonows:
4Tokio ,Sept. 3, ispo5.—The Presi-
dent: I have received with grati-
fication Atom\ messageNpf congratula-
tions, conveyed throwgh our plenipot-
entiaries, and thank you warmly for
is. To your`disinterested and unre-
mitting efforts in the interests of
peace and humanity, I attach the high
value which is their due and assure
you of grateful appreciation for the
distinguished part you have taken in
the establishment of peace based up-
on principles essential to the pertri-
nent welfare and tranquility of the
Ftr East. •
"MUTSUHITO."
Tile cablegram from the Japanese
emperor puts an end to the rumors
that the emperor was dissatisfied with
the terms finally concluded by his
Pl otentiaries with those of . the
or of Russia. He accords
cut Roosevelt full credit fOr the
t-be took in bringing about
"upon principles essential to
rmanent welfare and ttanquiliity
e Far East." The concluding
stWtce of the cablegram is espec-
ielly significant. It evIrtetntsl voices
the belief of the Japanese emperor
that the treaty 'aboutto be concluded
at Prinsinouth will be for a perma-
nent peace. '
It can be said that the president
has expressed no anxiety at the de-
lay of the cablegram from the em-
peror of Stepan. It was known that
the terms finalby• concluded at Ports-
nustithIlvere dictated by the Japanese
enoferor himself and that they could
not be otherwise than satisfactory to
him and his Advisers. The delay in
responding to the Japanese plenipo-
tentiaries was due, it is surmised, to
the desire of the emperor. to be as-
SUM11 that the terms agreed upon
would he incorporated into a treaty,
sithout the probability of a serious
WW1. The assurance, it is said, was
,c/nyeyed to the Japanese emperor
44/Atight upon the practical- conclu-
Siall'Of the draft of the treaty.' The
cablegram to President Roosevelt
(Continued on' Page Four.)
•
boy who ssole from the safe' of At-
torneys Hendrick, Miller &•Mnrble,
the jewelry, money and other valu-
able left there by the late Mrs. Dr
liessig some weeks before she died.
Fall Criminal Term of Cir- They were her lawyers and she leit
the package there for safe keeping.
cult, Court Begun. 1 Lunderian was porter for the build-
:rig and finding the safe open extracti 
ed the package. which was after-
oards dug up kr the stable of hisCONSIDERABLE FIi5..:7 home, where he had buried them, He
DAY 315/6_...—....Z ..100K;1- contested to the theft. The lawyers
had accidentally left ,:he door to the
strong box open.
Will Jones is the young railroader
who had a falling out with Sam Lie-
bel over a grocery bill the latter
garnisheed Jones' wages for. Jones
shot Liebel in the leg while they
were discussing the matter on South
Tenth street. He is a nephew of
Jailer Fayette Jones.
James M. Elliott is the former coal
merchant of city, and now resides• 
By his active dispatch of business in Texas. He is indicted for alleged
forgery, on the ground that he with-Judge Reed yesterday, in the circuit
out authority signed the name of, his'court, evidenced the good condition
his month's sojourn at Petstalcey,
Mich., and Dawson, Ky., had put
him into, as he errtered into things
with a rush and made. many orders,
received many court documents for
lodgment in ,different cases, and in
fact filled the minute books, with in-
strustions to the civic who was kept
busy keeping up with him. This is
the regular criminal fall term for this
tribunal and prospetcs are for a most
interesting' session, as many import-
ant actions come before the court
and jury for disposal during the en-
suing three weeks. After the crim-
inal cases are disposed of the court
takes a three weeks' rest and starts
the eight weeks' term of civil busi-
ness. 
Yesterday morning the judge rap-
ped for order at the usual opening
hour and after the usual preliminar-
ies of swearing in Sheriff Lee Pot-
ter and his deputies, empaneled the
grand jury that has L. Barry as fore
man, with members of A. Dupriest,
F. L. Miller, James McNeil, A. L.
Robertson, G. T. Beyer, H. C.
Brame, M. M. Murphy, Mark Ly-
don, G. W. Bennett, Lee Walters
and Rudolph Streit.
Immediately after the grand jury
oval, etupaneled they adjourned until
'Way before entering into secret ses
sion and investigating the different Took Up Civil Orders.
charges that will be laid before them. Judge Reed yesterday intermingled
-111eday Judge Reed will empanel the criminal business of the court
the,. pettit jurors and take up It-jai of
. 
t lltr eedings wherein indictments
ha already been returned 'against
the accused. There is a docket full
of bills and the jury will be .kept
constantly engaged deciding whether
,or vat the accused are guilty and
•v,hat shall be the penalty for their
respective crime's.
The Court Has Number of Cases to
Consider in Its Three
Weeks' Term.
BROCKWELL JUDGMENT
LIKELY BE ACCEPTED,
mother-in-law, Mrs. Barnes, wife of
the late Major Barnes, to art order
for about $25 and got it cashed by
James Glauber, the liveryman, who
owed Mrs. Barnes money due in a
business transaction. The case will
probably be continued today as the
accused is not under arrest, while the
liv'eryman left last night for a
month's trip through the West.
All are familiar with Mrs. Brock-
well's case. She murdered her three
little girls in Mechanicsburg, got a
life sentence for same, but her law-
yer, Hon. Hal Corbett, at the last
term of court asked for a new trial
on the ground that she was mentally
irresponsible. He had the court to
set over until the September term
the motion for a new hearing in or-
der in the meantime they could ;oyes
tigate her sanity. Further defense
though has been dropped, and as her
lawyers have nothing in Ow sanity
line to introduce, the judge will
doubtless overrule the motioo for a
new trial and order her taken for
life to Feankfort penitentiary, where
the female prisoners of the,state are
confined. She is still in the county
jail where she has been incarcerated
since commission of her heinous
crime last spring. 
. a .
e
Deeketed Cases.
tifiany cases are already docketed
for trial, indictments having been re-
turned in all of these. Yesterday
there was set down the forfeiture
charges against Sam Story, L. L.
Nelson, Samuel and James Bryant,
but the court did not call them, there
by continuing all over until today.
The cases set fot today the second
day of the term, arc as follovas: Les
Purdy, concealed weapons; Mrs. A.
Wyatt, appeal; L. A. Lagomarsino,
keeping tavern without a license; Dr.
H. T. Hessig, renting a house for
asedy purponei; W. E. Baker and
Pete Goodfellow, gaming; Charles
Patzhlaft and Wen. Gedon, Sabath
violation; Hade Thomps(fl, distterb-
ing a public assemblage; Charles Ad-
ams, furnishing liquor to a minor;
Gib .Parks, John Madden, Clover Wel
ters, Wyatt McNeeley, F. M. Mor-
ris, Clarence and Marion Clark, Gus
Veal, Emery Vogt. Charles Worth
and Virgil Holcomb, all nor gamb-
ling; Frank Walston, keeping open
en Sunday a saloon.
Important Cases.
The most important charges set
for today are James Woody, obtain-
ing money by false pretenses; Mrs.
Mary Brockwell, murder; James Wil-
kins, 'malicious shooting; James M.
Elliott, forgery; Albert 'Buck, rob-
bery; Will, alias "Skipper" Jones,
malicious shooting; Anderson Trice.
robbery; Lirtdo Muephy, grand lar-
seeny; hones Butler, forgery; Sher-
man Lundoringn, grand larceny; Jas.
Rickman, isteping bar open on Sew-
day.
James Butler is ithe white man
who was charged with forging the
name of County Judge Crumbaugh,
of Faddyville, to a check for some-
thing like Seen, and then getting it
cashed at Sherrill-Riessell's Lumber
company here, where he bought
much material. They gave hint in
cash the difference between the
amount called- for by the -check and
his)efll incurred by the material pur-
chaees. While in the county jail here
he became ill, was released, and
shortly afterward died. This means
the proceeding will be stricken from
the docket when reached.
Sherman Lunderman is the colored
with civil matters, as a number of
orders were made for the latter side
of the docket.
There was lodged the mandate of
the appellate bench ordering that, a
new trial bt granted in the proceed-
ing of J. M. Luttrell against the East
Tennessee Telephone company. Lut-
trell furnished the defendant com-
pany with a number of poles used by
the company to string its wires. The
defendant refused to pay for the
posts for some cause, and this result
ed in Luttrell suing, but losing in the
circuit court. He carried the litiga-
tion to the appellate bench atilt the
judges of that tribunal ordered
that a new trial be given by the cir-
cuit bench.
A new trial was ordered also in
the matter of E. G. Glisson against
the Paducah City Railway company.
Glisson sues for damages incurred
by accident, but the company won in
the citcuit court here. When the ap-
pellate bench was reached a reversal
was procurred by Glisson and a new
trial ordered by the lower tribunal..
Some Judgments Given.
judgments were given against the
following defendants by Judge Reed
hi the restsective snits menitioned:
Harlan Brothers againo Henry
Kahn, $213 on account for clothing;
B. F. Culp against J. J. Earnhardt.
$ssoo on account; A. A. Trimble,
against Harry and Tom Allen, $57.50
for borrowed money; Rosa Robert-
son against James E. English.
$2ç'674 on note plaintiff had to pay
Paducah Barrkirg cempany for de-
fendant on account of plaintiff going
defendant's surety; DuBois, Kolb &
Co., against D. A. Washburn, $66.-
45: J. J. Sanderson against W. F.
and Anderson Cruse, $13.50 on a
no•te.
Plaintiff executed bond in the suit
I Sweet Valley Wine company
against 0. L.,Gregory for money
claimed due from defendant for
goods furnished by plaintiff.
The court dismissed the proceed-
ing of Ida Gilbert against the Met-
ropolitan Life Insurance csompany.
It was for the amount of a life in-
surance policy defendant had on the
life of piaintiff'e recently deceased
husband.
Out of Money.
There has become exhausted the
coin in the hands oi Trustee Mlendol
Johnson, of the jury fund, so in or-
del to have money to pay the jurors
off the judge ordered Sheriff Lee
Potter to pay over to Trusetee John-
son $2,000, to be taken out of the
taxes the sheriff has collected.
HEROES PERISHED
Lost In tie Waters of Lake
Superior In a Storm.
SACRIFICED THEIR LIVES
TO SAVE ELEVEN OTHERS
Not Enough Life Boats to Save All
and Sacrifice Had to
Follow.
A MOST THRILLING..
SHIPWRECK STORY
Bayfield, Wis., Sept. 4.—Definite
and full particulars of a most thrilling
shipwreck has been received. In
brief it is that eleven of the crew of
the steamer Sevona were 'drowned by
the wreck of the steel steamer on
Sand Island reef, in Lake Superion,
late Friday night. Eleven others
were rescued, including the remain-
der of the crew and four women.. The
story of the disaster is a thrilling
tale of shipwreck on4his Great Lakes.
Seven of the dead offered their
lives as a sacrifice for the rest of the
twenty-two on board: the ill-fated"
ship. Of those' for wham they gave
their lives four are dead, The rest
reached shore after a night of buffet-
ing by the waves in an open boat,
and a trip of more than twenty-fsoue
hours cutting a ro through the
wilderness of Northt4isconsin.
The Sevona, a big ten batch vessel,
was bound from Alloliktfilo Erie with
ore. Friday the steamer ran into
the teeth of the northeaster, which is
still blowing a terrific gale. Capt. Mc-
Donald tried to make headway
against the heavy sea, bet the storm
became too heavy and he turned and
ran for shelter.
Vessel Strikes Reef and Parts.
Sand Island is in the center of a
patch of dangerous reefs, One and a
half miles east of the light on the
island is the Sand Island reef. The
storm was so severe that the loolout
did not see the' Raspberry Island
light. Winn the Sand Island light-
house was sighted, it was too late.
The commander, Capt. E. S, McDon-
ald, tried to put about and get out of
the apparent danger, but the storm
was sweeping him on the reefs with
a fury not to be denied. •
When the .vessel finally , struck a
great hole was torn in the bow, and
Fought the Elements.
The tttip ashore of the lifeboat Was
one of terror. All night the men
fought with the elements in the effort
to reach shore, which was only five
miles away, but it was daylight be-
fore the boat was washed up high on
shore. The men were so worn out
from their *minions that they were
nearly swept back into the dsep water
by the surf. During the night„ .while
the men were trying to reach shore,
the womerOwere alternately -despair-
ing and hophful.;`At times they would
pray for their frees, the men joining,
and at other times they would help
the sailors •bailing the amen ereit.
While the rear 'of the party wa•
cared for at a nearby farm, the en
gineer and one of the farmers, Mr.
Thibadeau, set etteet with a team for •
Hayfield. Orilatillie person who has
traveled that .ahnost usitrodden 'coun-
try can apprecii(teothe difficulties of
the trip. Must of ,ihe way it was
necessary to literedly.,, cut 4 road
through the goods:. it-. took until 4
o'clock in the afeetntann to reach
Bayfield, twenty miles across, the
penninsula. The fishing tug Harrow
of the Booth Line, after a two-hours
trip, reached the scene of the wreck,
but only a few spars and the after
too feet of the craft was left. There
was no trace of the captain and his
party.
only half an hour alter, the wreck the
pounding of the wavelOad hammered
the stout ship in ' tw The vessel
broke just tit of the iottrth hatch.
When the shock came the captain
foetid that there was no chance for
all to try and reach shore, end called
for colunteers to stay on the ship
More than half of thotrew volupteer-
ed to Stay aboard. while the rest tried
to reach shore and call for help for
those who were to remain on the
wreck. Finally the captain, two
mates and four others, sailors who
were under no obligation to stand by
a linking ship, were selected to risk
their lives for the safety Of the rest.
The storm had battered the third
boat to pieces, bttt .o small boat large
enough to carry four took another
party. The ,both the women
tried to make Sand Island, but was
swept past. Nothing could be done
save to keep the craft afloat. When
the boats Tett the. Sevona the seven
left aboard vetatakeeddled in the *heel-
house, waiting MY irte rescue that was
to come to late. , •
laws.
V.
I
RUSSIA'S FUTURE
As World Power Depends On
Access to Ocean.
MUST HAVE SEAPORT
TO SUSTAIN INFLUENCE.
Nation Must Now Look Southward
to Bosphorus Having Lost
The Pacific.
COMPACT WITH EURO-
PEAN POWER SUGGESTED.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 4.—Rus-
3ia, in order to regain it's status and
influence as a worki power, must se-
cure access to the great water ways
of the eastern half • of the globe.
Through its naval defeat by Japan
the Pacific is closed tcli the czar's
ships. The Baltic only is left as a
gateway to the oceans, but it is val-
ueless the greater part of the year,
as it is ioe.bound. Russia thus is
compeited to Took southward and
this opens a 'tremendous problem in
world politics. The Bosphorus must
be the objective point, according to
'Alexander Braintchininoff, a noted
Russian now at Portsmouth.
In a seenarkabLF article made pub-
lic today in the Sc. Petersburg Slo-
vo, this expert tells how Russia may,
and probably will, reach the oceans
of the world He outlines the future
policy of his country in these words:
"It is an axiom that a greac coun-
try cannot consider its frontiers as
definitely fixed until its provinces
bave obtained free and unobstructed
access to the sea. Germany has her
ports on the North Sea, England the
Atlantic ocean, France the Atlantic
and Mediterranean, while the United
States, flanked by two oceans, is in
a better position than any European
country, and for this reason must
certainly in the near future play a
great role in the world's pohtics.
Loses Power in" East.
"Russia, -owing to this unfortunate
and regrettable war and to the con-
ditions en which peace have been ob-
tained from Japan, loses her absolute
pier•nderance in the far East, but
Nt is to be hoped that she will be
wise enough to recommence the bad-
ly begun adventure in Manchuria.
She will have to be satisfied to re-
gain through commerce what she
has lost through the army. Vladi-
-x•cestok, frozen for months every year
with Japanese sentinels all around
her, can not have a sufficient politi-
cal value to counterbalance Japanese
ambition, so that a frank understand-
ing between Japan and Russia is nec-
essary in order that the two count-
ries shall be sure of . each other's
good faith.
"The maintenance of Chinese in-
tegrity certainly enters into this pro-
gram, as it i only through peace be-
ing insured in the far East, that Rus-
sia can be free to confine her activi-
ties to the European stage, where
her presence will soon become indis-
pensable. No matter what the fu-
ture control of the gateways to the
Baltic may be, that sea will never be
for Russia anyhing else but a sea
closed by ice.
"So it will be natural for Russia
sooner or later to begin again her
'efforts to gain an open port to the
southward. To attain this object
there are only two ways, the Persian
gulf and the Bosphorus. The first
I' the easier, Persia being in a state
of disintregation, while the Indian
army, although quite capable of de-
fending India, is not in a position to
go en the defense of Persia. Ger-
many would certainly help Russia's
schemes in the Persian gulf if it
were left free in the Bosphorus while
if Russia tried to reach the Bospho-
rus she would have to face German
opposition and fight Turkey, which
is much stronger than Persia. Eng-
land at most would remain passive.
Looks to the Bosphorus
"Still, conquest of the Bosphorus
would be the best Russia could do,
as to reach the Persian gulf would
necessitate forcing a way several
thousand miles—it would not he dis-
similar to the index which took her
to Port Arthur. She would advance
between two rivals.
"On the other hand, if she directed
her efforts toward the Bosphorus and
offered some facilities to England in
the south of Persia she could be tran
quil. She would be in a position to
protect the Slav cause against Ger-
man influence, which is growing ev-
ery day. She would prevent Ger-
many from being paramount in Eu-
rope.
"Finally, there is another reason
for which it is time that Russia
ohould understand that she must re-
ly on England and not ono Germany.
Germany is the power of today and
is putting forward every effort, to
Mirka England the power of yester-
day and prevent the rising of the
power of tomorrow-_Russia, at the
'bead of a great Slav confederation.
Fiance, which is UnikA1b1e4ly the
power of yesterday, has realized this,
and 'has entered into an understand-
ing - with England while still an, ally
of Russia.
"Alexander III realized it when hejoined hands with France, but after
LIM a clear political object on the
part of Russia was lost. The duty
of Russia towards her Slav brothers
',as abandoned, forgotten, and the
country with closed eyes threw her-
self into the -hazardous game which
naturally ended in a catastrophe.,
Suggests Quadruple Alliance.
"If now Germany succeeds in push
ing Russia into the Persian gulf the
actveravr, will mean a quarretk with
England, coolness toivard France
and the sacrifice of the Slays of Aus-
tria and Turkey on, the altar of Ger-
man ambition. It will finally mean
a new conflagration with Japan and
England combined, with Germany
looking for her 'o'n interests, at
most neutral.
"If, on the contrary, a quadruple
understanding could be reached be-
tween the two dual alliances, France
and Russia on one side and England
and Japan on the other, having as an
object the protection of their Asiatic,
African and Austrian possessions,
Russia might easily reach he object
on the Bosphorus and support Italy
and the Slays when the inevitable
question of the Austrian succession
arises.
"In 'this way the threatening im-
perialism of Germany would be
quenched and the European equili-
brium would be safeguarded, a thing
which is necessary for the influence
of the United States in the Pacific.
However, to be able to direct the
Russian politics to these far distant
but natural and possible aims, it is
necessary first to clear Russian for-
eign office of German traditions and
personnel and have true diplomats
like Witte and not clerk diplettnats
in charge of Russia's foreign policy,
all of which will be more difficult
than was the conclusion of peace
with Japan."
AFTER THE PLUMS
•
THE KENTUCKY APPLICANTS
FOR APPOINTMENTS ARE
LINING UP.
Each and All of the Test Suckers
Now in Office Want #o -
Remain.
'Washington, Sept. 4.—A contest
for important federal positions in
Kentucky is expected when the pres-
iden% returns from Oyster Bay to
Wastangton in the latter part of this
•month. .
Collector E. T. Franks' term will
expire on November 22. He desires
z reappointment. Mr. G. W. Jolly
wiH be highly recommended. Elijah
Sebree has strong backing, as has
Mr. Weatherby.
The term of Samuel Roberts as
collector in the Lexington district
will expire September 3o. There are
a number of candidates, including
Mr. Roberts himself; State Senator
W. H. Cox, of Maysville; Judge Geo.
Denny, of Lexington, and CoL D.
P. G. alconer, of Lexington. Mr.
Cox has (he support of Congressman
Bennett. The state organization is
friendly to NSr. Roberts, and his re-
appointment would uot surprise
those in official position here.
There is a vigorous fight on for
district) attorney for the Eastern dis-
trict of Kentucky. J. H. Tinsley, the
incumbent, has sel-ved only orse
term, and is an oict soldier. Both of
these facts will add materially in ad-
vancing his interests in a canvass for
reappointment. W. G. Dearing, of
Flemingsburg, is his strongest op-
ponent, and it Stems certain that if
Mr. Tinsley is not reappointed Mr.
Dearing, who has the support lof
Commissioner Yerkes, State Chair-
man Erns* and Congressman Ben-
attt, will get the place.
Steve Sharp is a candidate for re-
appointment as marshal for the East
ern district of Kentucky. He has
held but one term and is well intim-
Fwd. The contest is between him
and J. B. Wilhoite, candidate for lieu
tenant governc•r on the republican
ticket in the last campaign.
As already indicated in these dis-
patches, R. D. Hilt will be given an-
other term as district attorney. Dr.
A. D. James has held two terms as
United States marshal for the West-
ern district of Kentucky and has
made a fine record. He has strong
endorsements. William Henry Jones
who nia$le a losing race for congress
last year, is an applicant for the
place,
For surveyor of the port at Louis-
ville, there is an interesting contest
between C. M. Barnett, the incum-
bent, and George W. Long.
The vitality of the snail is remark-
able. One that was glued to a card
in a museum for Tour years came
came to life on beng immersed in
warm water. Some specimens in the
collection of anatural list revived af-
ter they apparentry had been dead for
fifteen years.
Photographs of the lunar eclipse
taken at the Harvard observatory
confirmed the existence of a statellite
of the moon, a small body only a
few hundreds yards in diameter, re-
volving around the moon. This ob-
ject was first observed in 1888.
Soil brought up from a depth of
p6 feet in one of the 'Belgian coal
mines is said to have grown weeds
unknown to botanists.
toe a Week for The leeks,.
LITIGATING SOME HIS LAST FIGHT
SUIT OF C. C. LEE AGAINST WILL LEECH, COLORED, DIEDMILLER CUNNINGHAM AFTER BRING RELEASEDCONTINUED. FROM PRISON.
Judge Lightfoot Held Over Quarter-
ly Court One Day—Court House
in Good Shape.
Yesterday was the day Justice
Jack •Shehan had set for hearing the
suit of Charles C, Lee against H. Mil
ler Cunningham for $ao claimed due
on a note, but on account of Labor
Day being a legal vacation the pro-
ceeding was indefinitely postponed.
Some years since plaintiff sold de-
fendant a Baldwin piano anti took
some notes in part payment therefor.
After Cunningham had paid $5o on
the instrument the Baldwin people
took it up. Lee has been holding a$ze) note against Cunningham ever
since and now sues .for collection
thereof. ,The litigation 
-was instkut-
ed in the tribunal of Justice John
Burnett but a change of venue pro-
cured to Shehan's court, where it
will now be heard.
Cunningham recently sued Lee for
a coal bill anti got judgment which
was paid off and the note was then
resurrected.
Lightfoot's Court. 
Yesterdaywas the day for quar-
terly court but it being Labor Day
Judge Lightfoot did not hold court,
but continued everything over until
this morning, when h-e commences
taking up the different suits; before
him and disposes of same. He con-
tinues at this until the last of the
week.
The judge hag just returned from
a two weeks' sojourn at Creal
Springs and feels in first-class condi-
tion, which is a vast improvement
over his state before departure, as he
had just arisen from ,the sick bed
where he had been- coofined for two
weeks previou., and was weakened
anti in bad shape. The mineral wa-
ters of Creal did him mach good.
. Beautiful Shape.
The county court house has been
gotten this summer into condition
far superior to that existing ever
before for the past quarter of cent-
ury, and presents a most beautiful
sight in contrast to its former dirty,
run-down shape. Judge Lightfoot's
Ord'ers placed the yards of the square
in fine order, while the squad of
county jail prisoners, working under
Willis Want, have cleaned the build
ing both inside and out and put it in
shape that cannot be excelled, every-
thing considered. The wall paper-
ers and painters put the finishing
touches on the inside and now it is a
p:easure to enter the building and
have business there, as the patrons
are not greeted at present with the
dust, cobwebs, dirt, etc., that prevail-
ed everywhere herelobrfire.
"PRODIGAL SON"
SERIES OF SERMONS BY REV.
CHEEK ATTRACTING
GREAT CROWDS.
First Baptist Church's Capacity Tax-
ed Sunday Night—Last of Series
Next Sunday.
A great congregation greeted Rev.
J. S. Cheek at the First Baptist olfutch
Sunday night at svhieh time be de-
livered the third of his series of ser-
mons on "The Prodigal Son," the
subject for the evening being "The
Prodigal's Return." 'T'he subject was
treated in a most interesting manner
and seemed to deeply impress those
who listened to the discourse. The
large auditorium was filled, also the
extra seats provided about the ros-
trum.
The "Prodigal Son" now grows old
to the people, for in almost every
family or its connection is to be
found a wayward one, and the tweet
story of the welcome to the erring
one never fails to stir the finer emo-
tions and to dim the eye with mois-
ture. The earnestness of Mr. Cheek
and the new lights in which he touch-
ed the characters in and teachings of
his subject was re4rerhing to the
mind and consoling to the heart.
Rev. Cheek divided,the parable into
three parts and two weeks ago
preached on "The Prodigal Leaving
'Nome." the next Sunday the subject
was "The Prodigal in a Far Coun-
try." and then "The Return Home."
Sunday night Rev. Cheek announc-
ed that he would make still another
sermon from "The Prodigal Son" Ad
the subject will he "The Elder Bro-
ther," a sermon which he will preach
next Sunday night at the First Bap-
tist church and a cordial invitation is
extended to the public to attend that
service.
At Sunday night's service five were
received into the church, two by bap-
tism and three by letter.
Was the Dangerous Character Wino
Kept Paducah Officers Waxy for
Yeas.
i
Many 
• Suaday dinrnirrg the police reettiv-
ed word that there ,had passed from
life Will Leech, one of the most no-
unions and dangerous negroes who
ever infested this section of the cow
try. He breathed his iast at the •
home of his father, which is a short
distance from Eddyville, where the
son had been incarcerated in the
branch penitentiary for several years
past,' He was sent up from here
for eight years for stealing and Wise
swearing.
Leech's life was an eventful and
exciting one. but there seemed to be
some charm surrounding him that
piotecfed him to a large degree and
helped in all his wrong-doing. that
he plied with great success. He had
been shot to pieces, had leaped frons
flying passenger trains in escapist%
officers, a.pd committed many other:
daring and hair-raising deeds, but
always came out on top when the
crucial moment arrived.
Although he was often arrested for
minor offenses still the first serious
one showed he was systematically
robbing the wholesale groceries of
this city. These mammoth houses
would miss large lots of goods from
their big stocks and finally Officers
Singery and Gourieux began a long
and quiet vigil to work out the case.
For nights they lay silent in an old
hack on Jefferson between Second
and Third streets, watching the-
mouth of the alley which runs into
that block behind the many whole-
sale groceries. Their patience apd
shrewdness were finally rewarded, as
one night late they caught Leech
coming out with arm-loads of goods
he had stolen from Livingston's, that
then stood where the Dryfuss whisky
house now does business. As they
saw Leech coming out they let him
make several trip: back and forth,
getting more plunder, wfien finally,
on the last trip out, they started for
him, and he ran up Jefferson to the
alley leading to behind the Central
fire department. Officer Singery
chased Leech in there where be was
captured hiding in the tower house.
He had been shot twice by Patrbl-
man Singery in the pursuit.
Leech was arrested, held to the
grand jury and lodged in the county
jail, but one day escaped from the
prison and sought wher fields. lie
was traced to Arkansas, through mail
forwarded to his wife, and his capt-
ure effected. Tom Evitts went dowel
after him, arid while aboard a fast
,flying passenger train en route back,
when this side of Mkmphis, Leech
actually leaped through a window,
with handcuffs around his wrists.
The train was going so miles an bent
but he wa* watched and seen to get
up and make for the woods. The
train was stopped and Evitts went
back, but the bird had taken wings
and flown. The next heerd of Leech
was at Belleville, Ill , where he was
charged with theft. They could not
convict, him and he was turned over
to Mr. Henry Bailey, who was thee
captain of police, who went over al•
ter him to be brought back here sad
stand trial on the old charge. En
route at tho Eallepot at st St Louis
the iatrol wagtin tipped so that Cap-
tain Bailey and anottjer ()Meer were
thrown out, but Leech did not iret
away, although 4114,- patrol driver
drove a considerable distance before
he noticed the dilemma of the other
authorities. Finally Leech was got-
ten back, given three years for
breaking into Livirigsren's and firs
years. for false swearing. Last Fri-
day consumption had gained. on him
so that he was. released from the
pen. Saturday there went up from
here his wife who contintletk her
home in this elly. His body' was
buried up there.
Although believing in the saying
of treading lightly over the ashes of
the dead the notice are glad he has
passed into the Great Beyond, as
Leech was a dangerous and desper
ate character and would resort to
anything to carry his point.
SHOOTING AT TENT MEETING
Preacher's Son Curses Young Lady
and Shoots Her Brother.
Union City, 'Tenn., Sept. 4,---Adol-
phus Holder, about 19 years of age,
son of Rev. B. L. Holder, last night
at a tent meeting at Troy shot and
dangerously wounded John Wells, a
young man about the same- age. It
is stated that Saturday night young
Holder asked' to accompany home a
sister of Wells', and upon her refitsat,
cursed her, and this resulted in the
tragedy last night. Holder )lot at
his victim four times with a 38 Smith
& Wesson, one ball grazing him, an-
other going through his body from
the back, coming out in front near
the heart. It is said there is scarce-
ly any chance for Well's recovery.
Holder made his escape. Both" are
members of prominent families.
to perfect Health and an essential element
of Happiness.
ii To prevent sicknen and enjoy the
1g I comforts of life you should equip your
sleeping apartment or dressing chamber
with a snowy white, one-piece
"Steadied* Porcelain Enameled Lava-
tory and have running hot and c.!
water as desired at your teach.
We have samples in our shosvmern
and will gladly quote you prices.
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do tit*,
It to
lobn J. 13leich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
44444.144,4444.5.54-5-1-F5
-H.4.4.4.44,444444-1401+.44440.01+40
COULSON, 1
P
Steam and Hot Water !Wing. i*
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
'at..
 4
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, Kentucky,
Capital and Surplus $185,000
ED P. NO4LE, PRE& 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. 
PPIESN. W. VAN CULIN CASHrER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits. Pays
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety hoses in Sr*
woof vault for rent at $3 to $to per year as to size. You carry your ow.
key and no en* but yourself has access
New Century Hotel
 a
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
This tine modern hotel is now open:under a new
managetnent for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best, accommodations at reasosable).ates
Price Bros. & Co.,
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
For Vaults,, Monuments and Genera] Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET fpr Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; doe, not be-
come dirk and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
job§ S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stone Works
SOLE AGENT, ir6og TRIMBLE PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Cioods. Both 'Phones it
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residence Phone 726
dnamemel.
SLIb 
,
At the head of the class, Eik's• . end forty passengers were hurt but scnbe for The thisoster
Dream toc sifter. none fatally.
 a,
A traveler returned from India re-
lates that at Andarkoh, in Central In-
lie killed four full-grown tigers
with five Sileg in six minutes, the
first three being single shots.
Central Todd near Waterville, Mt.,
Two trains collided on the Maine
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IIED OF FEVER
JOHk TUBAS PASSED AWAY
YESTERDAY AT MECHAN-
1C$B1JRG NOME*
Remains of Prank Ripley Brought
Here and Buried—Galen King
Died a Suicide.
Ye•terday aftirtuaon at 2 u'ellOCIc
there passed froth Me Mr. John A.
Tubbe, who resided in the south end
of -Mechanicsburg. His dissolution
was 'produced by three weeks of
releases fetus malaria fever.
To deceased was born in Living-
ston county fifty-six years ago, and
hatheen a resident'of this city for
tho'past sift_ neara. He had retired
froth active ,lift, tig‘l resided at home
with his \Ntfe ansiat- children, who
survive him.
As wet no arrangements have been
made for the funtrai service.
Nothing Yet Heard.
As yet nothing definite has been
received here as to what will be done
with the reedsins bf the late Major
Thomas E. liatine. who passed away
at the home lig * (laughter, Mrs.
Marie Moss WheWin Manila, Phil-
lippine Islands. Until Information is
received it is not known whether the
body W"rhe tiro-tight back here for
. Body Interred Here.
Yesterday morning there arrived
• Sere from Denver, Colo., the remains
of the late Mk. Frank Ripley, who ex-
pired there of tubercolosis. Tbe re-
mains vvere'aecompanied by his fath—
er and mother, who were with him
at death, and reaching here they
took the body to the home of Alder-
man Dick David, of Fifth and Madi-
son streets, where at 3 o'clock yester-
day afternoon the ftmeral writes
were preached by Rev. W. H. Pinker-
ton, of the Firet Christian church. In-
terment followed at Oak Grove ceme-
tery. The detest-Jed wee a nephew of
Mrs. Davis, and the Ripley family re-
sided here until some years ago when
they went to Memphis
Doee•Prowed Petal.
Sunday morning about 9 o'clockpaler% King passed away at the home
V Me Matheny, in Mechanicsburg,
-here he %eta carried on being found
Saturday night lying near Farley s
grocery.. *mit unconscious frolic— a
dose of merphine b$ took shortly be-
.fore, Coroner /42e* Crow held an
inspL1 Sunda d t jitry decide-e
that it was a iatilk ofsauicidef as evi-
dence shialteil Fle.had been sold t wete•-
'ty grains oi nvprphine by T. A. Ran-
kin at the John CA, Farley drug store
inn lOturth %rid Broad streets, that
-evening, Kant* elaiellog he used the
drug for the piles. King ‘s as 3o
/tat. :VW Ma left a ea* end liaa
cfiild. coroner's jury was com-
posed of John R. Dye, J. Renfro, M
D. Nagel. J L. Gaither, C. N. Keelh-
ler and Claude Kanady
The remains were bur ieel yesterday
afternoon at a o'clock at Oak Grove
cemetery, to:havving the funeral ser-
vices held at the' deceased:a home cm
Ashbroek avenue, where the body
was taken after death.
Dog Reim., Chickens.
Eaeong chickens with the aid of a
dog is the work, of Mrs W. J. Hough-
ton, of Sering¢ialdr Ono. The little
chicks are hattitegeby the ecore in all
incubator, and . a handsome Scotch
collie is their guardian. He drives off
stratitte fadt.liveus ketlery rats 'ftwaY
and Unfits 'the little-fluffy creatures
under cover when a hawk is near. He
checks their wanderings abroad by
gentle little pokes with his nose, and
he is as analotts es a mother hen if
they show an incknation to rebel
from his rule.
Mrs. Houghton finds the dog a
great saving of laboc, as he is. as solic-
itous about the welfare of the chicks
as she herself is. At her word, "Mind
theachiebellen ale Stites 
-statittn
In • the Motater mist keep% a sharp
watch in every direction for a foe.
I 
-.Sometimes he, pretends to sleep in
the sun, but he has one' eye open all
the time, and is alert at the first
sound of trouble. In the absence of a
neSeel Mothet the incubator chicks
lfe Adopted him., and they love toi
ititle against his soft coat. They
perch on his head and cuddle down
betweeti his paws and peck gently at
"his Anse , •
je4srue).1 Oe chicks 'was given the
.419tt vis vine as an experiment. Mts.
.thoughtim inokad after their feed, but
she pareepo attention to them in other
waye'aneltbe deg weans:but in a little
yard ‘vith_ them. Ili showed the 'ut-
most patiefeheand care, 'drove them
in their tiny houses occasionally,
when they were plaguing him too
wont*, until finally they were grown
into young hens, and able to take
care of themselves—New York
Tribune.
Not Worth Much.
"Malicia, old chap! What are you
doing in the chemist',? 
"I want something for my head."
."Trm! Row much d'you suppose
you'll get?" .L.Lx 's.
Andrew teict4itl,•ig4- 48, dropped
dead in jut-after a quarrel
with his wife. newt disease is the
supposed cause
There are a lot of failures for every
miteeess.
Mothers _ye Helped
THEIR HEALTH RESTORED
Swims' of Thousands of Hams Doe
to Lydia E. Pialthaat's Viestahla Oads•
mad aid Mrs. Pliikbalm's AdvIda. '
A devoted mother seems to listen to
every call of duty excepting the an-
pawnet one that tells her to guard her
health, and before she realizes it some
icrraanrmatoln 
of 
manifested Itself, and nervouirneas and
t the female organs baa
irritability take the place of happi-
ness and amiability.
Tired, nervous and irritable, tint
amrther Is unlit to care for her chil-
dren, and her oondition rnina the
disposition and reacts npog,
The mother should not be blamed, mi
she no doubt is sufferthg wItts hooka'
ache, headache. palmier
displacement, making life a burden.
Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable roan-
goon& Is the unfailing mire foe this
condition. It strengthens the female
organs and permanently curedall
placements and irregularities.
Such testimony as the following
*maid conrinee women of its value:
Dear Mrs. Pinkham •.
Plnkiames Vagelehie Com do dine ma
"I want to tell you how much Lydia R.
I steered for eight years with ovarian
=7L I wee nerves., tired mid tieand It did not an as though I could
and it any longer, as I asd dye din&va to
ears Son Lydia. llishlasav's V
Compound was reisommandext and hi=
trely eared ma. I °sane.% thank you
IlerYour letter et advice and tor what
R Vegetable Compound he__
for mai—Yrs. Pt. Rottman, WO amine,
tiltrest, Dreaklyn, Y.
Mrs. Pinkharn advises sick women
tree. Address. Lynn, Maas.
The Value of Today.
(Ey Charles Grant Miller.)
The yesterdays are dead; the to-
morrows are unborn; it is today
ileite that is ours, that is ever with
us, and that makes up our lives and
eternity as single grains of sand make
q,the boundless beach of the seas.
Soto benveen two heartbeat, and
d) lee as inatimpmeously evert etefing
oily to belie again; filling the space
between the limitless past and limit-
less future without ever mefging into
either; passing with the swiftness of
weaver's shuttle, and, like it, fob-
inning the fabric of our lives; drop-
ping (Inc by ttne into the ocean of
%wecc preeioet pearl's tnight• aiip
teem a silken cord into some fathom-
s. Iale; a• unfaltering in its flight
is the motion of the eatth on its
lixis.'and ever bearing our life with
it from one eternity to another—there
is nothing more real,. nothing more
elusive, thee this period of time
which we can "today."
Life for a day is but an, epitome of
a lifetime. We erlthe is the morning
with no knowledge of where our souls
hang been wandering while the sienas
elope) with freely vigor and interest
see enter upon the occupations of our
tbillk.'l'votb and fulfill our duties with
An. energy, that begirt to fail as the
henvenlitt 'shadows lengthen, as dark-
ness deepens weariness comes upon
us. and at last we are glad to lay
aside our work and cares and to sur-
render ourselves to the sleep that
spirits our souls back again into the
unknown.
Each day has its own allotted task
—no mere. It is only when we go
beyond that which is given us for the
day and force the mind and body
to do things not worth while; when
we arg not content to bear the evils of
the day, but harass ourselves with an-
ticipations of,. those the future may
bring; when we are not satisfied with
the "daily bread" for which one wiser
than we taught us to pray, but strive
to lay up a useless surplus to leave
behind; when the pleasures that were
given us to enjoy in wholesome mod-
eration degenerates into wild exces-
ses—it is only then that outraged
nature takes revenge for the negleet
of her laws, and sanitariums and
lunatic asylums are 'filled with the
victims of il-lregulated lives.
Today is a small space—only a
lightning flash in the dark. But of all
the uncharted ncean of eternity it is
all that is really ours.
Today exacts little of us, but as we
do that little well or ill we weave the
warp and woof of our success or fail-
ure in life.
The duties of today are. small, hut
as our todays add into month and
years and lifetime, our daily deeds,
too, accumulates into mighty forces
for good or ill.
Not Ready.
"According to this paper." said Mrs.
Nam, "widows make the best wives.'
"1 don't doubt it ,my dear," replied abroad in finished products is direct-
Naggs, "hut, nevertheless, 4 don't ly in line with the teachings or' polit-
feel justified in shuffling off at the ical economy, theoretical and practi-
present moment merely for the sake cal. Apart from the hostility it in-
of makifig a good wife of you."
Hmongiatild Beasts in Africa
(South
The- building of the bridge at Vic-
toria Falls and the Cape to Cairo rail-
road has suddenly and necessarily
brought a great nrany people togeth-
er-at this spot, ,where theee were pre-
vipusl,y no houses, and indeed, no one
but an occasional traveler or hunter.
Besides the birds and the butterflies
Ind the fish, the chief living animals
were lions' and elephants and hippo-
potamuses and crocodiles and jackals
and hyenas. •„•.
The crocodiletowere found to be' so
pumerotts—as many as thirty being
seen toSether sometimes—that the',
Nave had to be killed in great num-
bers for the safety of the people at
work. One is 'known to have killed
a man and a woman, and was itself
only killed after it had seiezd another
man. A native woman was taking
water -from the river when the croco-
dile knocked her in with its tail, seiz-
ed her in its horrid mouth and drag-
ged her away. Her husband was
close by, but was powerless to save
her. He determined 'to be avenged,
however( and for several nights wait-
ed in a canoe with a loaded gun. He,
too, disappeared, and it is thought the
crocodile knocked him out of the ca-
noe, as it had knocked his wife off the
nd, and took bun in its hole' under
the bank, A week Inter it got another
man, but instead of taking him into
its hole it carried ham to en island-
/dere its victim got hold of the reeds
and strung grist, and held on so
tiglitly that the crocodile could not
get away with him. Of course, be
screamed with all his might, and a
gang of men with crowbars went to
retithe him. This they succeeded in
doing, and also slaying the danger-
oil? monster. The crocodiles are
ao ravenous that it is not possibls
eiren to keep dots with safety, and
parents living near the river are in
constant dread of losing their chil-
dren.
tarte of the lions killed had also
filled up the measure of its iniquity
eve it met itA doom. The scxrte of
its depredations wa§ a native village
some distinee north of the 'falls. The
native huts are very slender, being
built mainly of reeds. In such a hut
a woman was sitting, when the lion
pushed aside the door, walked in and
Africa.)
seized her, carrying her away to his
lair in the dense hush. Then he had
an ox. This was in the inclosure
with other cattle and donkeys.
The lion, failing to get into the in-
closure, so frightened the animals
With his attempts that they rushed in
a huddled, terrified mass from ead• to
end, and their weight upon the pub-
sading broke it down. rhey rushed
out through the opening, which was
just what the lion wanted, for ;ie had
now nothing to do bee;:' rake his
choice. After the iax he selected a
donkey on his next visit-04nd then a
sheep and final:y another ox. At
last the natives became panic striFk-
en until some white :nen reaseurel
them, telling them they sipatld sitS up
all night for the lion and shoot him.
The lion came and gct astv-iy
other ox, for the white mete
to keep awake, had fallen p.
However, they were able to track
him.
It v‘as important that having prom-
ised to kill the lion they should do
so, for that is the secret of the white
man's power over the, native—never
to break his word. So they set off
to the thick brush half a• Mile away.
There they came upon hineagd killed
hint with one bullet, thlit -.entering' his
right nostril. This Seas' what the big
game hunters consider a gcsid kill,
as the bullet did not disfigure the
lion nor injure the skin. e'akby was
the carcass of an ox and a gide fur-
ther in the bush, in a sort of tunnel
of impenetrable thorn, were the
gnawed bones—the remains of some
of his former victims.
A young hippopotamus, riding on
its mother's back when she was shot,
was saved and cared for by one of
the men, These animals are very 4an-
gerous to canoemen, for in returning
to the surface to blow they often
came up right under the canoe and
upset it. Sometimes they give chase
to canoes, and Olen the naive pad-
dlers do all they can to reach the
bank, unless a white man with a rifle
is with them. The baby was thriv-
ing very well when last heard of. He
escaped from his obscure inchasure
once, but came back very hungry, a$
was evident from the ravenous way
in which he applied himself -to food.
Dingleyism Breaking Down.
(St. Louis Reputlic.)
Secretary Taft's tourists in the
Philippines seem convinced that free
trade wouldibe a good, thing/for the
Filitinias, anti are promising them
frte trade with the I.I Jscle.d States, or,
at'kale "litiarp red ns of the
Dingley prohibitive schedules. At the
same time, standpat robber-tariff Re-,
polieans itere.nt home vehemently;
denounce the rechkotity convention.
and reject all demands of western
ptodueers of meat and other food
stuffs for such modifications of the
tariff as will give them better access
to the westien countries If Conti-
nental Europe. •
'Tutting together,' then, the policy
of the Taft tourists with -that of the
standpatters, The Republican position
seems to besomething like this:*Open
markets for agricaltural 'products be-
ing a good thing, we will benevo-
lently open the markets of the Unit-
ed States to the Filipinos; but since
the opening of our markets to the
manufactured goods woii-ld be a bad
thing for the Dingley trusts, we will
not touch the Dingley schedules, di-
rectly nor indirectly, not even to open
foreign markets to American agricul-
in the British army the proportion
of Scotch is 8.63 per cent.; Irish, Ia.-
r3: English, 79.2,1. In the British
navy the proportion of English is
still larger..,
tural products.
We have here an issue that is sure
to make music in -Congress next win-
ter and in the congressional elections
next year, if the standpatters continue
to stand pat, which most of them will
probably conclude not to do. The
Dingley Jobberies were well enough
for a few years, while the attention
of the country was diverted by for-
eign wars, get-rich-quick prosperity
and games of that sort. Their very
excesten are now proving them detri-
mental to settled business prosperity,
even from the radical protectionists'
point of view. That they are un-
bearably burdensome to aM who were
not in the get-rich-quick ,swim is
daily becoming more manifest.
The high prices of living thNy have
made in the United States and the
reprisals they have provoked in for-
eign countries are restricting our ex-
port Of factory goods as *ill as of
farm products. "Our exports of
manufactures to Europe, which', in
spite of the jubilant talk of the Am-
erican invasion, have never been'
large, have been declining by mil-
HMIs for the past five years," is the
statement of Treasury Expert Boice,
and it is more significant from the
probability that it was not mlde with-
out the knowledge and, approval of
his chief.
Mr. Boice's conclusion that champ.
es in existing tariff relations are ne-
cessary to establish an export trade
in factory goods on a sound footing
and to advance our faltering trade
cites and the reprisals it provokes in
other markets, prohibitive tariff en-
courages bad work and increases the
cost of production to such an extent
that the goods whose manufacture ii
thus protected compete with altoltlty
in the Werld's, open olorkets. hrs.
itive tariff has always proved fatal to
foreign trade, in exports as well as in
imports.
What are the standpatters going to
do about it? Their pet measure 'has
restricted our foreign trade in fermi
products and is 'now shown to be
dwarfing our expekt of factory pro-
ducts. It is odious to the great mass-
es of the people, whom it taxes out
of s41 reason, beyend the limit of
tolerance. It has no earthly reaSon
fbr longer existence.
air{
Excursion to Philadelphia.
On.account of the Patriarchs Mili-
tant and Sovereign Grand Lodge I.
0. 0. F., the Illinois Central Rail-
road company will, on September 13,
t and 15 sell first-class tickets from
Paducah to Philadelphia, Pa., and re-
turn for $23.25. Tickets ocesd only
for continuous passage in each direc-
tion and must he deposited with the
joint agent in Philadelphia immedi-
ately upon arrival and will be good
on the return trip not earlier than
September r6, nor later than Septem-
ber inth. An extension, of limit until
October 5th may be obtained upon
payment of a fee of ;Lop. For fur-
ther particulars apply to
J. T. Donovan, Agt., Paducah, Ky.
G. C W'arfield, T. A., Union Depot.
A Lyre and a Liar.
(Glasgow, Ky., Times.)
Whenever you see a stegonryia fas-
ciata flying around like a grass wid!
ow at a church fair, catch it before
ft bites yogi' WI letsa lyre on Its
.head, it is 1;sTse:4elld1iever nfosqui-
t&; it there 'Atli • a.10e on its' head,
it is a he mosquito, and the man who
says it can bite you is a liar. This
is the judgment of Science *kb a
capital S, which also advises that the
he- and she be both destroyed, to the
end that no more bed and shes may
inhabit the land and spread yellow
fever. Science is a grand thing, but
if you are in a hurry just slap the
skeeter and kill it—if you can.
. Low Rates to California.
From Setpember 15, to October 31,
the Illinois Central Railroad com-
pany will sell one-way second-claw
tickets to San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, San Diego. Cal., for $33.00.
J. T Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.
G. C Warfield, T. A., Union Depot.
Danger Threatened.
Fit--t Lodger—I see that the mem-
bers of a scientific expedition were
obliged to eat stewed tree-bark in or-
der, to save themselves from starva-
tion. Would you?
Second Lodger—Don't let the land-
lady hear of it. We don't want any
further complications in the Irish
stew'
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by electrical treat
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 43! Jefferson
Street.
Must Have Been She.
Mr I dreamed last night
pOsed to a pretty gitl.
)1011,—Wilat MEI I say?
pro-
Lv. Paducah....
Ar. Carbondale..
Ar. Chicago 
Ar. St Louie
41MMOMIMEN.111191
Illinois Central Railroad
TIME TABLES
Corrected Aug. 22nd, 1905.
South Bound.
Leave Cincinnati 
Leave Louisville 
Leave Ow0nsboro 
Leave Horse Branch 
Leave Central City 
Leave Nortonville 
Leave Evansville 
Leave Hopkinsville 
Leave Princeton 
Arrive Paducah 
Leave Paducah 
Arrive Fulton 
Arrive Gibbs, Tenn. 
A-rive RiVCA 
Arrive Jackson 
Arrive Memphis 
Arr;ve New 0116ans 
No. tot
8:20 a.m.
12.20 p.m.
3:4o p.m.
3:55 P.m.
4:37 p.m.
5:25 pin.
6:4,topan,
6:45 p.m.
7:55 p.m.
8:31 p.m.
8:39 P.m
ro:30 p.m.
rt:oo a.m.
NO. 103
6:oo p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
12:08 a.m.
1:03 a.m.
1:4o a.m.
4:40 P.m.
2:27 in.
3:4o a.m.
3:45 a.m.
4:O 3.111.
a.m.
a.m.
a. in.
p. in.
9:40
6:30
5 I 7
5:23
7:15
8:15
8:x5
NO. 121
7:25a.m.
*9:ooaati,
It :o5a.m.
:28a.m.
8:3oa.m.
:aoa.122.
2:35p.m.
4 :r5p.m.
4:20p.m.
6:oop.m.
e-
8:30p.M.
North Bound, No. 102 NO. 104 NO. 122
Leave New Orleans 
 7:10 p.m. 9:15 a.m.
Leave Memphis 
 6:50 aan. 8:5o p.m.
Leave 5ackston, ,Tenn moo pan.
Leave Rives 
 9:42 a.m. 11:58 p.m.
Leave Gibbs 
 9:48 'aim . i 9:15 im.
Leave Fulton 
 10:10 a2n. 12:35 a.m.
Arrive Paducaih 
 it :20 aun. 143 a.m.
Leave Paducah 
 i a :25 S.M. '48 a.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 12:39 pan. 3:03 a.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville 
 3:50 p.m. 9:40 a.m.
Arrive Evansville 
 6:25 pan. 9:45 a.m.
Arrive Nortonville 
 1:28 p.m. 3:51 a.m., 10:35a.m.
Anrive Central City , 2:05 p.m. 4:30 2.TTI. ' I I :3oa.rti.
Arrive Horse Branch 
 3:00 pan. 5:13 a.m. 12:55p.m.
Arrive Owensboro 
 4:55 pArTX 8:15 a.m. 4:5513.111.Arrive Louisville 
 5:35 P.m ' 7:50 a.m. 4:55P.tn•Arrive Cincinnati 
 9:15 p.m. 11:55 a.m.
6:ooa.m.
7:4oa.m.
7:5oa.m.
9:29a:m.
ST. LOUIS DIVISION.
(North Bound.) (South Bound.)
No. 306. No. 374. NO. 305.
12:40pan. 4:20p.m, Lv. St. Louis.... 7:45a.m.
No 375-
9:40P in.
4:2513.m. 8 :40p.m. Lv. 2:50a.m. 6:20p.m.
5 :3oa.tri. 8 :osaine Lv. Carbondale • t :4oa.m. 7 :05a.m.
8:05P.m. .'O&. m. Ar. Paducah . . . 3:35p.rn. az Dn0a.111.
CAIRO-HOPKINSVILLE
(North Bound.)
tot-8ot
Lv. Hopkinsville
Lv. Princeton..
Ar. Paducah....
Lv. Paducah....
Ar. Cairo 
Ar. St. Louis 
Ar. Chicago 
TT :20a,sni.
2:35p.rri.
4:z span.
752op.M.
8:35P.m•
7 :o8aart.
8 :o5a.m.
135-835
6:4otaxn.
7:45h•nh
9:25a.m.
9:31nern.
5:00p m.
9'30P•m-
Lv. Chicago....
Lv. St. Louis
Lv. Cairo 
Ar. Paducah 
Lv. Paducah 
Ar. Princeton  
Ar. 'Hopkinsville
LINE.
(South Bound.)
122.822
6:2op.m.
9 40P•m-
6:ooa.na.
7:4511-m.
7:5cia.m.
9 292 m.
t36-836
9:45a3/1-
2:t5p.m.
6:2op.m.
8:rop.m.
8:xspan.
9: 50p.711.
11 :00p. M.
Trains marked thais (1) rim daily except Sunday. All other trains run
daily. Trains 103 and ma carry through sleepers between Cincinnati.
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and 102 sleepers between Lotti,ville,
MemPhis and New Orleans. Trains 801 and 822 sleepers between Paducah
and St. Louis, For further information, address
J. T. DONOVAN, General Agent, Paducah, Ky.
CEO; C. WARFIFILDI Ticket Agent, Paducah, Ky.
F. W. HAR.LOW, D. P. A., Louisville, Ky.
JOHN. A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Tenn.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago, Ill.
c. C. IrCARTY, D. P. A., St Louis, l'sfo.
 MI
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO Tilt PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCH
FOR THE SMALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS ARE SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY 2%c PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT 5c, toe, 15t, 20C
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, ` INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CO,NSIEVEABLE COL-
OR AnD AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COI ORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAl-ANeSE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
S16N1.S IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF .READINGS. ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW SI-I ADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BUILDING AN DROOFING
PAPERS. ,:.:ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES AND
BL CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU 'I UK, BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
t. C. LEE
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.
Full Supply of The New School
Books at Harbour's Book Department
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED AND WE KNOW WHAT YOU
WANT. ••
It is pretty well understood that you can buy your school books and
supplies from us at a better advantage than from any other. store in Pa-
ducah. Hundreds of customers believe this and tell thei rfriends about
it. Why not try taa once? Br4 us your old school -books. We buy
soeryCr.e that Lea any value.
••••••
•
'111' •
•
•
THE MTER
•
PUBLISHED BY THEREGISTER NEWSPAPER 4110..
(Incorporated)
JAI Register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES S. WIL.HELM, President
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
aCEERT S. WILHELM. Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
•
Terms to Subscribers.
Cns Year 
Six Months 
 
2.5o
Three Months 
 
1.25
One Week 
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should report the matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumber*
- •
ANNOIANS?kIENTS.
rw • •
The Registei. authorized to an-
nounce titARlitY,... S.. ALLEN as a
tandiAate for Coroper of McCrack-
en'itrtittiject to any action of
the 'Democratic County Committee.
Election November, 1905.
9101,121 • 111,2,;:a110
• •
Tumidity Moriaing, Sept.
 s, 1905.
It is reported from Tien Tsin via
ISisisoYork that Japan is threatened
with; an insurrection because of the
peace terms accepted by Baron Ko-
mura. Notwithstanding the source
of tic-report is lien Tsin, where the
. .
lies o lies came from in the Chinese
Boxer reprising and also at the out-
sc44oL,the Russo-Japanese war, the
Pass oS the coontry prints the story
as.jjk had some reliability. It is
dollar tothat there is no
mor ility of an uprising in
Japan over the peace settlement than
there is in China over the settle-
ment. The Japanese may thick they
byre been curtailed in some of their
victory rights, but they are not the
class of people who have insurrec-
tions over settlements made by their
emperor. The Tien Tsin lie will be
denied in due time, if it needs any
denial.
, 6
The Cairo Bulletin points to the
treafment of Mr. A. H. McCarthy,
o; thiT place, in his efforts to get
into its city last week, as a sample
of the ,quarantining at that place.
The incident is good one to sight,
but what would have been its char-
acter if Mr. McCarthy had opened
his pocketbook? According to the
testimony of the Wickliffe Yeoman,
a very dose neighbor to the Cairo
Bulletin, entrance to Cairo without
permits has been possible at from
25 cents t•14$5 per entrance. The,
fares Mr. 'McCarthy expended in re-
turning to Paducah:first he could ap-
11/$ from here for a permit to enter
41:11biti might haii—Tseen turned loose
áât arnotheeway- and_ saved him at
least the time Risi. in making his sec-.
ond trip to Cairo,
11111111111 0,41,--
aissitinef (22;:irle., has developed
a mail robbee Viiifer had been ten
. .
years a "trusteA clerk" in the dead
letter offief- ire was caught stealing
from dead letters such valuables as
she CODICIFIDE 'acrelA. His weakness
•Witaireeilewattaieketst• many of which
seem to find their way into the
Itnalik and iliese he snit as he se-
curI The sale of these tick-
ets Igd tO t arrest of the thief, who
is one Charles Moore, of Colorado.
It is •144 tO tell iltscre or in what
line the next thief in Washington is
to bi;urid.
•
Venturia, Cat, ha an ot fire a
few days sincPs ie stroks there
had been oiled and through an act of
•icrlessnesso-were set on fire. The
use of water couldn't check the fire
and it promised to smoke the town
Out until,,, someone suggested the
throwing onto the blaze of dust, by
which means the fire was checked.
This fire is calculated to open up a
stirmbling tlockio She use of oil on
The streets, thafAleitig a new danger
4,
to property.
414 4
"The Portsmouth treaty" was not
- signed yesterday, according So re-
ports' last night from the seat of
conference. The Russians held up
the sigang probably for lack of the
proper and final instructions Horn
.s.
the drat, • se were all
ready for the fins woe early in "the
day. Iu41011011.41.,10114,101fis .
gday will hkely see the, COT). at (be
•
treaty and the break up of the con-
ference.
Nothing could be more graceful
tl•an the thanks the mikado of Japan
returns to President Roosevelt_ for
his part in the peace secured between
his country and Russia. The mikado
seems to have slightly excelled the
czar in his acknowledgement, though
he was a little slow, apparently, in
sending forward his recognition of
the president's efforts in behalf of
the end reached. It is clear that the
mikado is a shrewd diplomat.
Dr. Hicks, the weather prophet of
St. Louis, said the month would
come in with storms, etc., both on
land and sea. The telegraphic col-
umns of the metropolitan papers,
whether East, West, .North or South,
fully sustain his prediction. While
there have been no very damaging
storms reptir•ted from any one sec-
tion all sections have reported storms
galore and of more or less severity.
The people are rapidly getting
Over the yellow fever scare in the
South. In two weeks more the quar
antines will all be called off and the
business rush will soon drive away
all vestige of the late scare and
much of the memory thereof too.
The announcement) is made already
that New Orleans even is preparing
for the trade interrupted by the ap-
ptaranoe of the fever.
The penalty which seems to fit the
crime of bomb throwing and train
wrecking is capital punishment and
nothing else or less. America and the
European nations will never act
wisely nor justly *ith such criminals
they fail to establish the punish-
ment suggested. Bomb throwing
and train wrecking are the greatest
crimes upon the calendar without
doubt.
E. lir Johnson, president of the
defirn'et Fidelity Savings bank of
Denver, Col., which failed a year ago,
uas. Rand guilty Saturday last for
ntakinga -false statement of the con-
dition of his bank and will go to the
pen for a term of years. The bank
eaansiner who made the false state-
ment possibly escapes without pa 0-
iPhrnent.
MOVES BUSINESS
SCR JOE AULTIT'AN WILL SOON
MOVE HIS STORE TO
WIC/CLIFFE.
Mr. George Beard Resigns His Posi-
ton With Jackson Whig—Irvin
List Changes Houses.
Mk. Joe. Aultman, the South Sec-
ond street shoe and dry goods and
clothing merchant, is preparing to
move to Wickliffe, Ky., and open his
establishment which he has maintain-
ed for several years past at his pre-
sent location. It will take him sev-
eral days to ship his stock.
•
Remained His Place.
M. George Beard has resigned his
position of business Manager for the
Jackson, (Tenn.) Whig, which has
been in his charge for the past year
or two. He arrived in this city last
evening and has not yet decided
where he will, locate, having several
good propositions under considera-
tion. He is one of the bast newspa-
per business office managers in the
state and made friends of all while
here in Paducah. •
Mammoth Undertaking.
'Pie Jones and Winters company,
of Chicago, which installed the new
telephone system here, are preparing
to put in a long distance' system cov-
ering all of Mississippi. The. work
has been started under supervision of
Mr. Jamie Brooks, formerly of here,
who holds a responsible place with
firm. Much money will be expended
,in the mammoth undertaking.
Shipping C.Jerhss
:W. Irvin List has .resfjed fill
place as shipping clerk for the Dry-
fuss & Weil company, and takes A
similar place with the George H.
Goodman house.
WORK OF CULPRITS
Obstrpctions Placed in Road to
age Automobiles.
Narlow escapes from accidents
were had Sunday night by Messrs
Ben Weill/ and Itenry Arena while
out in their automobiles on the Cairo
Pike taking a spin. Maliciousness
seems to have prompted someone to
try hand at injuring the machines
as ,near Maxon's Mill Weille
came near crashing into a tree trunk
that had been placed across the road,
while near Thompson's mill several
cross ties had been placed out in the
dark highway and it was only by
*such exertion that Mr. Arena skip-
theist. If either obstruction had
en' strati damage would - have re-'
Lake denim. VVis..„Nov. 30, 1903.
Life has been ,tase long night of misery for me duriegiliut past three years,because of my miserable state of health. It seemed •-that I endured .all the miserythat a woman could endure in _that time and live. Three years ago I caught cold
while out skating, and suffered a severe fall at the same time. As it unfortunatelyhappened during the menstrual period the subsequent consequences were as bad as could
well be imagined. Inflammation and ulceration set in, not only in the womba but alsoin the ovaries, and affected the fallopian tubes.
WI N C 0. CAnD111
My physic* did Iris very best to relieve me, but after three samatits declaredthe:visas +do .retief etecrpt (hrough un operation, which I objected to most decidedly.I then tried Arevera1 ' highly ;recommended remedies, without any help. until my  mother
advised me to try Wine of Cardui as it had beeri recommencred to her.
I took it as a drowning person grasps at a straw and it proved a veritableGodsend to me. b47 pains gradually grew less, the day headaches I had
suffered from then disappeared. My general tealth kept improving and in thieteen
'seeks I was fully restored.. No operation was
needed. Wine of Cardul proved my restorer 411&0'41‘19anA most gladly do I give it the entire c:recre. asaal. vatt-famarlan.mem. tworatasow.
.1•11,
st
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WHEEL FACTORY
MESSRS RAUM AND CARROLL
MEET COMMERCIAL CLUB
DIRECTORS.
Aospects are quite bringht for Pa-
ducah locating a steel wheel factory,
the representatives 9f which arrived
here yesterday morning and are now
at The Palmer. The gentlemen in
question are Mr. Green . Raurn of
Chicago,and J .G) Carroll of
Grand Rapids, Mich.
The latter gentleman has patented
new parts for making steel wheels
"that can be used on buggies, istireeys,
hauling wagons, transfer wagons and
in fact any character of vehicle con-
structed. He and Mr. Raum uset the
directors of the commercial deb yes- 1
terslar and laid befOre the lnitier gen-
tlemen a proposition, wharfed* they
desire to locate'llire, their terkgabeing
the Piducahans take $10,orart1osotth
of 6 per cent bonds they- wirer -to
circulate, and they gusto** ifleis
is done they will. organize a Sasopoo
company to 'turn hut the prodnct. Of
this capitaliaztion only $25,O 'in
cash is to be paid • in Secitinfnitsreaill
not take all to taft .totlesiten.
'After having. explained Irtill±zir
propostions of the promoters the'club
directors selected a committee of
E-arl Palmer, Sol Dryfturs,•Joe Fried-
man and Harry C.,JiLhosies/to,,aseet
with Messrs Raum'-and Carroll this
morning at ri o'clock and thorough-
!), canvass the situation, took well
into the proposals,, sed-thea- make n
report to the fuN directorate as tn the
feasibility of the offers and sugges-
tions made. If the committee find
that the proposals are ones that ran
be handled they will report accord-
ingly, and recommend that the busi-
ness world be interested to the extent
of taking the $to,000 worth of bonds.
Until this is settled there will not
be taken up the question of probable
location for the factory and the other,
matters ensuing if this city procures
the plant.
Messrs Ranm and Carroll are both,
substantial men who have capital be-
hind them, bqt they want the cit°-'
,
rens of the place where the instftu-
tion is to be located to become inter-
ested in the plant.
NOT SIGNED YET
(Concluded From Page Otte.)-
yesterdzy followed)n natural 4nrse.
. —
Gives Credit to Rooseve .•
sBerlin, Sept. 3.—United Stat on-
gressman William Alden Smfh of
Michigan, was .one of Einper Wil-,
ham's geusts at dinner Sa trday
night. During a conversation of
about fifteen minutes with MY. Smith
after dinner Emperor Wi m allud-
ed to the peace evert t Ports-
monk sayi a
"President oosevelt a one de-
serves credit for bringing about
peace. He was the only men Ir. the
world who could have done it. He
did the part splendidly." '
s
Woes Of the Western Edits'.
(Knob Noster, Mo., Gem.)
Every man who ever ran a news-
paper or tried to run one has batted
up against the sorehead who' can tell
the editor how .to run the editor's
business. He can tell the *editor ex-
actly whit he should write, whtm to
roast, etc. If the editor' esti him
to furnish the roast over his o n sig-
nature he objeots because it would
get him into trouble. If..thkeditor
asks him for positive pr obt 6r the
subject-matter of his roast Ns hasn't
it. If the editor asks him tofo along
and help hunt the proof he pulls back.
Gossip • Is cheap, but the newspaper
man who gliiilishes ,g,.osaipAllfiV109111/r
194.I0. got, ,n4 fr
 
ior liter cts!te to gra,
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NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hiOdware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter. and Brick
-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the Country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
' U. Rehkopt Sdddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street, Paducah, Kentucky.
RINGING BELLS
MISS SAYRE AND WILBUR
SPRINGER WERE MARRIED
LAST 'NIGHT.
Rehearsals Being Held for Y. M. C.
A Entgusinrnents—Bans Pub-
lished for COuple.
Last evening at 7:30 o'clock Miss
Martha Sayre and Mr. Wilbur Spring
er were married at the home of the
bride, on Mill and Meyers streets, in
Mechanicsburg. The occasion was
the center of attraction for a large
crowd of friends who gathered to
witness the ceremony and partake of
the sumptuous feast afterwards serv-
ed.
The young folks were united by
Rev. A. N. Sears, of that vicinitt,
and .the nuptials were followed veith
the wrlding supper that nee, enjoy-
ed by many.
A girl of exquisite grace* vd ac-
complishments is the pr4415
who is the sixteen-year-old daughter
of Mr. John Sayre, of Meehinies-
burg.
r itYPetrlar
The groom is a valued of
the basket factory and ou 
with everybody.
Miss Maud Wade and' Mt.
ertson attended the couple for
ceremcny.
Rehearsal Held.'
Rehearsals arc being held no et-
cry few nights for the entertainments
to be given at The Kentncky some
afternoon and evening for tile benefit
Al tie Y. M. C. A. The patine*
coniist of tableaux by ,young
people,-taken from a "Midsummer
Night Dream," while the evening
performance consists of 1;:iavid, the
Shepherd.. Boy" with caste of grown
people. t't
Coming Nuptials:*
AA1 St. Francis de Sales church Sun
day there was published the:wedding
bans.of Miss Adele Payne, of Owens
brim, and Mi. Carl Wells, Iwo the
tt- ilor of this city. The 41F'reir their
marriage has not yet been set.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in InStir abeek
Office 306 Broadway Phoses: Office
•
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THE RIVER NEWS
This morning the John S. Hopkins
comes in 'tom Evansville and leaves
immediately on her return for that
city.
„ 'Yesterday the Joe Fowler left forFvansville and comes back again to-
Morrow.
The Buttorff went to Clarksville
yesterday and getting back tomorrow
leaves immediately for Nashville.
This morning the Clyde spines out
of the Tennessee river andlays here
until 5- o'clock tomorrow Tfterncki
before getting out on her return to
tat stream.
The Dick Fowler . skips for Cairo
(his morning at 8 o'clock. She dienot
make, her trip yesterday on account
of it being Labor ,day.
The Jim Duffy came out of the
0
the
Rev. W. C. Stucky, of New Aibany,
Ind., disappeared from home several
days since under circumstances which
ioditete teutpmerrx insanity, He left
a 'wifetititt (Osii,4111dria: .
..
an , 4014•4.
1101114"'n
.
Savings
", • •
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a big tow of ties.
The City of Saltillo passed out of
the Tennessee river last night bound
for $t. gouis.
Andy Joyce, of, Nashville, T 'erirt,'c
is now first engineer of the steamer
Kentucky, while Sardy Moss is sec-
dtd engineer. Inspectors Green and
MdDlonald have revoked the licenses
ai Engineer John Reynolds and As-
sistant Engineer Fred MIcCandless
of this boat,- and also ordered locked
valves adopted, because they found
4-14 boat carrying 217 pounds of
steam when it in allowed only 171.
'The ,Henry Harley did not go to
Se Tennessee 'river Sunday on the
eitursion intended, as nobody ..ghow•
ed up to go. Mr. James liftlfulti
had chartered the boat for the out-
ing and spent about $50 making ar-
ri.ngernersts, but it afterwards devel-
oped that the boat wirs on the "un-
fair list" maintained by the ship
caulkers' and carpenters' union, there
fore they boycotted the excursion to
the. extent that no one patrusefitd
Ià*iisd etaft • remained at' 44 e
.• .siA1 .L' •
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Virgil in his day spoke of the "waing woods" of Italy. Today denu
atside/kora dale, and *tre
efforriarthe "Pro Ili tiBbs
' sociefIes birlie slot et s
c ed irl%gausittg the goieernme
to action ilfte matter of reafforesii-ing.
•
A species of frog found in Borneo'has very long toes, wedded to Wt.tip. This creature can leap from .'sahigenhcetreiet, and, by spreading its Weil.b. with four little paradut4,
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It is the Most Pay
West Ken
One *the most •befintlipn st-1
tractiv;taiffairs ever. given -ireuetti -adey
was grand openi,pg of Hotel raig
rece erected on Wiihelto prop-
erty Filth-atairje n stitttp4as
at th and Jeffer streets,' lain
eve at which ti tweeni.4,spo
anditaoo people visit, the handsome
building which was-kept in a crAnkled
condition for :.-several hours 04
t Uglily inspTer-eirbjr Tfie
hnn$dI.; availing ,t1i.ems
oppdetiMity to periprally
the most cohnnodious and
qup-to-date family- hotel to bh
anyv..here in the south.
A band -of music was in p,ii.evd_ince
and a delightful re d.
0 46 rzted with pot be •lioners,
yrs deco-Every room in
and a ootivenir rCIrCI. to each
of the visitors.
' There are two e ..tb . Ai.'
building, the one on
.to the office,i grna entrAtitt..
while, the one, rree i h:
r es'• entrance, *iTtTblitettlr‘Tr-
ed the reception hall and,pfidoic
In the office is the men's fayatory
and across the hall is the lample
rrom. The lower hall also jun% to
the large dining hall the dimensions
of which are 61 fsist40.0400‘1, with
17 extra large s4inddws; she dining
hill is finishrliticiak with Iltelgian
weathered oi MI. •
The eleganii ilirwkity arrang-
ed dining haft SnAfrtichlar in-
terest to thç callers, also found
it a drat -hsaillii; ridl Which at-
traction wap, lejettuthe wiaj,tarrange-
ments *this( se .aittting of floral
designs that %trey: the floor and
tables. TWA,' rfiSMCgrittering elec-
tric -lights everywhere blared out a
brightness .of attraction most pleasing
to survey.
'The m4iparmidartineut is up-to-
date in eviry'll leVieitli a large
range, a 'broiler .and an additional
kitchen for pi.:try.
In she basement is e au-horse pow-
er eagise and a dIrtill1110 with a ca-
Amity of 250 elehtris lights.
..A constant stream of people were
ing in and out of the hotel for
Tvs eral hours and all eXpre thssed em-
lves as highli deliglited upOn thefi t class maniter ,in which every-ct ing is arrtnked and iurnisbed. 
.
fEvery lodging room in the entireuse is an outside room with highMite .94 "ace. yindoers; tech
rrom has a connectittir door sO ihrat
they may be thrown into suites.
Especilik attention was given in the
ctmatruction of the building to the
features of light and ventilation as
well as the heating, so as to make
the rooms comfortable at all seasons
ol the year. The ceiling ventilation
.4
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1413 TWO-
THIRDS 'DOLLARS FOR THZ
SESSION. ittiES LIMITED.
A FEW II Zit-lit CLASS-
ES ALREXD ED.
FOR THE' -11MINVINT 'UR.
COLEMAN' ickir. az sgEN AT
.7 wErt stitatica OR 46
SOUTH FCRIRTIt Trstgrr.
TELEPHONE 354 AND 41
ffrhe upper floor being so•arranged
ar to carry the heat of summet‘out
hrough the roof, removing much
scomfort to be found in the aver-
age hotel where not properly ventil-
ated.
On all' the upper floors are ample
toilet and bath rooms, besides those
on the first floor. The entire house
is to be heated by steam. All over
the building are scattered a number
iinen clots and pantries with a
closet in every room in the main part
of the hotel.
The furnishings are simply elegant
sod reflect much credit on Mr. and
Mrs. Craig in their seleetioes. Each
mom is covered with a *pet or
drugge.tt of a different shade mid de-
*. well as the furniture, and
the absence of the sameness usually
found in every hotel is quite notice-
able; handsome iron bedsteads oT
1?te designs are to be found in each
room, and the beauty of the furnish,-
is(as a revelation to everyOrie.•
eteipedrooms and furnishings far
exceed those of any hotel not only in
this city, but this entire portion of
the state, and the excellence of the
accommodations is attested by the
fact that the well located hostelry is
fast filling up with patrons. There
are about thirty-five bedrooms, while
the dining hall can easily alcommo-
date zoo people. -at one sitting. Al-
ready the house is well crowded,
whicb shows that many are being car-
ed for and evidences the fact that 'all
appreciate wherein Mr. and Mrs.
Craig have made their wide reputa-
ion, that of setting a table always
covered with the best delicacies arid
substantial food possible, gotten up
in manner un-excelled.
The hotel is 'located upon the best
corner in the city for its purpose, it
being on the dividing Tine seperating
business from residence portions, and
could not have been more choicely
selected, as evidenced by tcOinntedf on
this point from all sides. It is a
point where more people pass 'daily'
than any other place in the city, and
location of the well apportioned hos-
telry there adds to the importance of
the center.
The business of Mr. and Mrs. Craig
is upon such a constant increase that
taking charge of the hotel they have
found it necessary to continue in use
their boarding house building at
Sixth and Monrge Itreets to care for
all their guedi..711•SE..old quarter is
used for bedroori4urposes by those
who cannot bit. ntasodated at the,
hotel where all are fed.
The hotel mos Ininetbiseg needed
in this city, a; The lad seconuno-
ditiows are not suffragist to supply
the demand, ankkhe fact than mod-
elate prices vriff Prevail will soon
make the new place on, of the most
popular in West KentGcky,
INJURED THEM BOTH:
George King Shot Son and Cut
Father Sunday Near Melber. •'
OUT IN NUMBERS
The Wage Earners Yester-
day Took a Day Off.
1"LABOR DAY" MOSTPLEASANTLY CELEBRATED.
Sunday out near Melber, this cogn
ty, Sam Hickman was shot through
the right arm by George, King. a
Ti,rm band, lathy then cut J. J. Hick-
man, who is the father of the other.
King and young Hickman have
not been on good terms, and Sunday
the former went to the other's house
and calling him out began a quarrel
which resulted in the shooting. The
father then rushed put and was at-
=eked by King with a knife, but no
serious injury indicted. "King made
good his escepe.
CUT TITS WAND
--Yeller Dant" Smith, the well
known steamboat pilot, is kt his
home on Willis street, suffering from
a painfully injured left hand, which
be accidentally cut yesterday. He
bad bis sharp pockeficnfle trying to
get a cork out ef a bottle, When the
brittle slipped send sent the blade into
his left band, severing an artery that
poured ont a profuge 'quantity of
blood which Dr. Harare Rivers did
not get stopped without condisereble
trouble.
Big Street Parades Followed by Cele-
brationn at %Wince Park and
Rowland town.
THOUSANDS WERE
OUT TO CELEBRATE.
• • •!..o.
, Yestercli;0waslyT..abor Day, and'. as
such was appropriztlely. celebrated by
the laboring-people of the city and
their friends, which included about
everytiodysinsthe city.. It was a gala
day for true, gig! especially among
those composing, a4.1 organized bod-
ies, aid fun and "Merriment prevailed
everywhere, to the hearty enjoyment
ct all thus inclined.
The big parade by the union* of
the city was given it fb o'clock in
the morning, at which time formation
was had at Second and -Jefferson
streets. The parade was over one
n.ile in kngth end quite a credit to
dui s•eranel marshal . and those in
charge. The body passed out Jeffer-
son to Seventh, then over Seventh to
Vs ashington, down Washington to
Third, up Third to Kentucky avenue,
down the avenue to First, over to
Broadway, out Broadway to Ninth
and thegfback down to Fourth, where
it disbahded.
Shortly after the white people gave
their parade the colored inhabitants
d:d likewise and the latter did far bet
ter than anyone expected, them to,
their line-of-march having hundreds
of people in same, while their arrange'
ments showed mach thought and prep
ara t
Everybody hied themselves to Wal
lace park after the procession, and it
is estimated that at least 5,000 peo-
ple were out there. During the day
different diversions formed amuse-
ment to while away the time for the
people and they greatly enjoyed the
things arranged for them.
John Farmer won the contest at
Pole clinabiag conducted by the elec-'
tocal workers. He climbed a pole,
crane down, walked 20 yards and
c!insbed another in Is seconds. Th
Ss.-ittneas not be, ereceeded. °
• George %la Watts got theohrst and sec
ond prize for the nail ,driving con
teets,given by. the carpenters.
The address by I. Mesmer,
Louisville, was not delivered in
aparnaon yesterday as intended.
laad•to go to Cairo list eveniu•
business. He is the organizer for the
nujonal „organieation. of Tobacco
Workers. 
.
Lain evening the Goddess of fiWar
contest was finished and iiowerlhat
Miss Nellie Hotchkiss ann.te nd
ly battle, she receiving 2,7B5 CS,
v kite her nearest competitor was
Miss Fannie Lanham, who got 2,363.
Miss Hotchkiss was the candidate
cf the Leatherworkers anion, while
,Miss Lanham was supported and run
by the 'Bartenders union. The vic-
torions young lady is the daughter of
Mr. David Hotchkiss-and resides at
Ninth and Adams streets. She is pos-
sessed of exceeding beauty and many
graces that befit her to admirably di;
charge the duties of her important
office next Labor Day. After the re-
salt of the election was emade inown
the new goddess was presented with
the handsome gold watch offered to
the lady selected. The presentation,
speech was made by Mr., Charles
Hart, the well known blacksmith,
who is vice president of the Central
Labor body.
The comnaittee that had charge of
•the Labor Day festivities is well
pleased with the crowning success
that tl,/eir arrangements culminated
more' peostle were Out this year
than last, while improvements were
attained from every standOint, and
nothing lacked far entertainment of
the .people.
Las{ night hundreds remained for
the big dance until the early hours
of this morning, and the ever' popu-
lar ballroom floor was crowded con-
oantly.
Thie committee in charge yesterday
conaalted of the following; George
lianson, chairman; William Deal,
Typetgraphkal union, secretary; H. J.
Ellerbrook, Bartenders' union, treas-
uteri, Harry George, Carpenters' un-
ion; r..B. Sanders, Ship ,Carpenters'
tthiort; W. E. Gibson, Clerk's union;
Leatherworkers' union;
Cilbert Young, Cigarmakers;• E.
•Bautnrnard, Plumbers' union; S. B.
liowe.11,11rewm, Vigkers' uniorv
They mfxpecelo -irave finished. by
Xhurschg night, Okeitaletallte•showing
the buiiess igctrinal .....,441oesnt the
festivities, If the document is corn-
pletel•they will submit same to Cen-
tiar Labor body which assembles that
evening iv regular session at their
hall, on North Fourth street.
'kbeg.parade was in four divisions.
The grit was composed of Deal's
battstGoddess of Labor and escorts,
mayor,„and president of Central La-
bor unto!' committee in carriage:Car-
pentefiC union, Leatherworkers' un-
ion, Electrical Workers' unionc-Paint-
Decorators union, Ship-
wrights' union and Ship Caulkers'
' .
The second division was of the fol-
lowing: Typographical union's float,
Bartenders' union, Barbers' union,
Plumbers' and Steam Fitters union,
Miachinists' union, Blacksmiths'
Helpers' union, and Car Mien's union.
Third division: Cigarmakers' un-
ion's float, Boilermakers' union, Rail-
road Tinners' union, Lathers' union,
Bricklayers' union, Hod Carriers'
union.
The fourth and last division of the
parade was composed of Hobo hand,
police and fire department, city offi-
cials in carriages and the Automobile
club.
The game of ball at'the league park
yesterday - afternoon *stilted in the
Hickman club winning by a score of
3 to 1. Some good -playing was ptit
up before the large crowd which was
present witnessing same.
Meyer Cohen, c "The World of
Motion:' which plays •shortly at The
Kentucky, yesterday took some mov-
ing pictareis of the parade and- differ-
ent • scenes 'at.Wallace jade, and will
prearrnrithein when hie trearpe reaches
this .euns„ -They will be. entertaining
alltdointorasting productions, storming
tree Inesright here at home, •
I 'Ilse seineed people's parade, • was
headed, by hand and was composed
'of the, hod carriers, mortar mixers,
and the brick making forces of the
staiodssaleontbe city, these being up-
ondlants ns in Octive operation„ trans-
oulefftrepgi."taniRot hiac,.netgct.owT had theirn.hey 
Generally Observed.
'New Yerrlay•Sept. 4.—Report; from
all' section-1 bf 'the state thew that
Labor Dayisits-lisery widely observed
as 1 /voila/yr. -In the larger cities
sterifiaeoe toted street parades, with
speechmaking and picnics and other
outings. The isbaervation of the day
was perhaps never so general or so
pleasant from all tbe reports received.
PROGRESS OF
THE CHOLERA
Ten New Cases and Three Deaths in
Petted. Monday.
Berlin, Sept. 4.— I t was officially
bulletined today that sixty-six chol-
era cases and twenty-three deaths
have occurred in Prussia.' Of this
number ten new cases and three
deaths were reported up to noon to-
day.
Bromberg, Prussia, Sept. 4.—The
local government his been-notified of
the. following cases ofNcholers, one
gulp ,in Nikel, Stowen, Czarnifau,
Bfiefendorf, Romanshof and Walk'
wiloz and two in Weissenhchs. Three
deaths have occurred in the Brom-
perg district.
,Clum, Prussia, Sept. 4.—Of the
nine cholera cases which were tirts
discovered here four deaths have
occurred. All the dredgers employed
along the Vistula are under close ob-
servation.
Marienwerder, West Prussia, Sept.
4.—Five new cases of cholera have
been reported, two at Thorn, one each
.at Grabowka, Moeker and Treuil.
All the annual meetings of various
societies, such as agricultural, vet-
erans and religions bodies fixed to oc-
cur in this part of Prussia during
September, have been indefinitely
postponed owing to the outbreak of
cholera .
VERY CHEERING
WAS THE FEVER REPORTS
FROM NEW ORLEANS
YESTERDAY
In Spite of Rain The Work of the
Marine Hospital Continues
Effective.
New Orleans, Sept. 4.--The fever
report today was encouraging, the
new cases recorded at the Marine
hospital offices early in the day.43eing
fewer than usual, while only two
deaths had occurred during the night.
Dr. White considers that matters
have reached the point now where
he is hearing immediately of practi-
cally every case that is suspicous,
The weather today was much un-
settled with showers predicted. There
has been much rain in the past seven
days and the temperature has varied
widely, but the fever appears to be
growing steadily less virulent in type,
which is indicated by the exceeding
few deaths that are occurring.
September has started out so well
Xhat it is considered improbable that
;there will be much of the fever left
.when the month has passed. So much
good has resulted from the series of
educational meetings that they ..are
to continue indefinitely.
Reports from elsewhere in!Locils
iana are favorable . There are 99eei
ases at Alexandria or Buukie. SI.
Francisville claims she has hid' ?to
cases at all. At Leeville 158 -caste
asre recovered, 145 are under-Ardlitr
rnent,. -and act have dd. Labor, how-
ever is 
' 
hard to obtain there and be-
sides attending to the sick Di../itar-
vim has had to pull off his etild'astei
d cisterns and barrels. There are no
eases at all now at the St. Tammany
health points, and it is expected that
there.reilltiie•A complete demonstra-
tion of. the' faet limit the disease will
nen thrlfe IA 'Art tialsistli.
FIVE DROWNED
DURING PANIC.
Explosion Occurs on Gasoline
Launch Ben Hur.
Detroit, Sept. 4—Five people are
believed to have been drowned dur-
ing a panic last night on the gasoline
lr_g.nch Ben Nur at the St. Clair
Fiats. The Nin }fur was taking' a
party of forty people home to hotels
near San Souci from a dance at Joe
Bcdore's, when gasoline began leak-
ing from the engine and exploded
The curtains on the launch caught
fire, and the flames following on the
heels of the gasotine explosion caus-
ed a panic among the forty passen-
gers. Most of them jumped over-
board. At 8 o'clock today all but
five of the passengers had been ac
counted for. The missing are sup-
posed to have been drowned.
--Monette Swift, aged 21 and Rob-
ert Diggs, aged zz, were licensed
yesterday to marry. They are color-
ed.
Subscribe for the Register.
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Deadacbe.
powdero
Give safe, prompt and positive
relief for a nervraalang, head
Splitting headache. They
Cure any
Deadache4!
Mild or severe he es,
acute or chronic heada4ies,
sick, nervous or neuralgia head-
aches
---arm and .all headaches
are spscd,ily relieved by these
powders.
J Oellischlaeger,
SIXTH AN1S-EfFIOASDWAY
TELEPHOIlit
aco Is?
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball
goods. Gloves, masks, halls, bats
etc, etc. -7-17
BACON'S
DRUG STORKS.
7th & Jackson Sta. phone& Clay Sts., phone se.
NEW GOODS
FOR
Fall and Winter
HAVE ARRIVED
An elegant line of imported cloths
and suirings for Fall and Winter.
Make your selections now and
avoid the rush.
DICKE atb BLACK
MERCHANT TAILORS.
516 Broadway, Opp. Fraternity Bid.
The recollection of the quality of
cur prescriptions remains long after
the price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Marl
7th and Broadway. TeL ygli.
Prescriptions called for and &Ve-
ered free of charge anywhere in dm
city.
I —There is talk in 'London of a 00 pee-
kr address as expresiiiiti of thanks
to Presitlent Roosevelt for the POrts-
mouth peace treaty.
I; ,•-• 30
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There's More Heat and Less Dirt and Ashes to Ow Coal Than the Ordinary Coal.
' • • ••,
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EVEST KENTUCKY-COAL COMPANY,
c AL!! COAL!!!
Nay Lump 13 Cents. Best Kentucky Nut 12 Cents
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e•• PREVENTION Oft BALDNESS,
•Pew Potato Tim May Bo of Yana
to Theo? Wit Aso Loofa.
Their Hair.
Nowhere is the comparative ea
periority of the ounce of preventled
Mare strikingly shown than in the
Bade of baldness. It is easy enough,
es a rule, to prevent baldness, if the
hair receives proper care from chilth
hood; but in the great majority of
mow it is impossible to coax back
a satisfactory growth of hair on a
shining pate, says Youth's Compan-
ion.
The life of a hair is estimated te
be from two to four or five years,
at the end of which time it falls out
• and, if the scalp is healthy, ie re.
placed in time by a new one, which
grows out from the old hair follicle.
As long as this process of growth
keep pace with the falling out of
the hair, there I. -to danger of bald-
mess, no matter ; car plentifully the
hairs are shed; but if the loss ex
seeds the new growth, as it does
when the scalp is unhealthy, thin-
seas of the hair and eventual bald-
seas are sure to follow.
We have seen that the bat is main-
ly responsible for the unenviable din
Unction of the male sex as the bald
one. The hat may cause baldness di-
rectly, by diminishing the blood-sup-
ply and consequently the nourish.
meet of the hair, or it may produce
It iniireatty, by causing an un-
healthy condition of the scalp, lead-
ing to dandruff.
This affection, known scientifically
as seborrhea, is thought to be due to
the presence of a special microbe,
which finds a favorable soil for it*
growth in the poorly nourished, over-
heated and poorly ventilated scalp.
The prevention of baldness call
first for a reform in the matter of
headgear. Stiff hats—the derby, the
straw or the sili hat—should be laid
aside, and soft felt hats or caps worn.
Then the sealp must be kept ate
solotely clean. Many people seem to
be afraid to wash the hair, or to
brush it vigorously, but this fear is
einfounded. The head should be
shampooed at least once a week,
with soap of the best quality, which
should be not strong and alkaline,
tot neutral. Tf this makes the hair
too dry, a little olive oil eau then be
rubbed into the scalp.
If dandruff still persista. In spite
of frequent washing, it will be well
So get advice from a phydician as to
the octssional use of an •sppropriate
lotion in addition to the regular
shampooing.
Thorough brushing of the hair
morning and night will help to keep
the water in good condition, and mul-
tiage with the finger-tips, moving the
scalp in all directions over the skull,
will promote its health and that of
the hair growing h.
FRESH X.C-.:2...REL.
•Shays of Cookiag This Flak That Ale
/aro to Make It an Appotie.
lag Dish.
The spring mackerel is always a
delicious fish. hhen it is fresh from
the sea it is co:paled by no other sea
dab in rich Ile Spanish mackerel.
which does nut _cote in market until
summer, is considered by epicures
So be the finest of the mackerel.' Fall
mackerel are little esteemed, says
tare New York Tribune.
The best way to cook a spring
sneckerel is to broil it with maitre
d'hotel butter. Select two mackerel
for six persons. Split them through
the back and remoye the spine, which
will bone theme gash theme rub with
sweet oil and senson with salt and
pepper. Broil them over a brisk fire
ea the inside for ten minutes. If the
Ire la too hot sprinkle a little ashes
ever it. Turn the fish on the outside
for about two minetes. Lay the fish
on a hot platter and spread °rev
them a tablespoonful of butter to
which the Hee cd. half a lemon has
teen mixed n'id a teaspoonful of
minced prirelee. Lay a few pirve• of
lemon around the fish and garnish it
with a little parsley.
Mackerel are very nice baked "in
envelopes." Pone and prepare three
of these, delft-inns little filth. Dip
three rinets of paper in oil. 'Ley a
thin slice of ham on eaph. Chop flea
arid brown in butter' three wadi
white onions. Add six mushrooms.
Season the whol^ with salt and pep-
per, and add a tablespoonful of pares
ley. Lay a fish in each envelope.
!Orrin a a third of the herbs over
each fish. Season each one with salt
sod pepper. Put the layer of ham
over the fish. Roll up the envelopes
around the fish aid lay them on a
baking tin and pet them in a hot
orlon to bake for 20 minutes. Dish
tbem in their enerlopts as they are.
If you wish, bake them without the
eavelopes. Mince the onions and
mushrooms as before. toile, score
and season the fish. rtlik the fine
herbs en a baking pan loth them
and put three or four tableepoonfule
at mushroom liquor over them. Put
a piece of paper over them anti let
them bake until they are done. Take
up the fish on a hot platter and add
to the gravy half a pint of sailer
made as follows: Melt a tablesp.eett-
ful of tenter in a saucepan, 101 a
tablespoonfol and • halt of flour and
mie well. Stir in a cup of white
stock and let the sauce simmer
Draw the suture to the back part of
the stove, where it will not boil, and
stir in the yolks of two eggs beates
with a little or ; ertece, a thhie-
spoonful of but; aid the juice n4
ealf a lemon. Pour tr aalwe around
the fish on the hot plotter and serve
Orem.
,netie Attraction.
11•—Tt one a pity to' sistah got taw
lied Is, eech a rim
reeeiheifetiel wind eta thbak
lees in bins, eoptin' diet lie ern a peeesi
104 mulattere---Putalt.
BA1) LONO STILUGULt.
Woolen of Methodist Church to Bs
Given Place in Conference.
lie New Constitution Adopted is
Which Prevision le Made for
Their Admission as Delegatio•
with tlarestrieted Might..
Di, long struggle for official recog
diem.: to the conferences by women
tte 3tethodist church is probably
laded, at last, and, it, Is claimed that
ehe women have won, says the New
York Tribune. A statement tc this
effeet has just been made by Dr
Stephen L. Baldwin, recording secre-
tary of the Mission Society of the
Methodist F.pi.;copal church, who
says that the 'returns from the eon-
fereuces are so far in that it is oer-
lain the new constitution is adopted.
The new constitution was submit-
4•ti at .thc_general conference of the
church held' in Chicago in 1900, ap-
proved by it, and referred for decision
to the conferences throughout the
world. The principal changes are
Oust it gives women tne right to sit
as delegate*: in the geaeral confer-
ence; it gives laymen's electoral meet-
higs authority to vote on constitu-
tional questions, and it changes the
rote eeeeasary in the general confer-
ence to amend the constitution from
three-fourths to two-thirds.
Dr. Baldwin said in an interview:
The subject of admitting women sis
delegates was first agitated at the
reneral conference hele in New York
In 1838. At the general conference in
1196 six women were elected, but two
withdrew. Another long discussion
took place, and it was decided that
the women might take their seats
with title in ditiputc.' The four de-
alined to accept this condition and
withdrew. The question vow submit.
tett again to the ceurch, but although
s large majority of the ministers
eoted in favor of admitting women
en equal terms, it was defeated, be-
muse the eequired three-fourths vote
ta farce was not obtained. Last year
the general conference accepted the
mew constitution, e-hich cootaiaed
the des-red clause. The various sec-
tional conftecnces have all been
beard from except • few in foreign
gelds. and more than the requirec
three-quarters vote is assre-ed."
NEW CARRIAGE CALL.
Ilit• Mato with the Fog-Boro Vohs,
Displaced at New York by El..-
tile also& Lights.
Much clamor and confusion will be
ions away with at the Metropolitan
opera hoots by the installation of ea
illuminated carriage call synteau,
which will signal to waiting coachmen
a half mile distant. The proper numb-
kers wilt be flashed from a conspicuous
place commanding the stretches of
pavement where the carriages, cobs
sad automobiles now crowd and tam
the crossings after opera hours.
Operators stationed at the ea
trzacee will give numbered checks,
sod, without the aid of the man with
She foghorn voice, calling one's ve-
!tile will be only a matter of Imitat-
ing a aeries of levers arranged some-
what Eke a typewriter board. The
Sere, from 1 to 9 cars be shown is
each of the three large apertures, so
that carriage calls may be numbered
sp in the hundreds and changed every
two seconds. The principle of the de-
rice Is similar to that of the shifting
advertising legends written in cotered
tacandesoent lights.
The owners of several theaters are
malting to adopt the system If the
lost at the opera house Is as 'excess-in]
as sews probable. The inventor is
Mortioter Norden, weretary of the
Norden-Bittener Electric ccienpriny.
RAGGED BUT HONEST.
Needy Berland Boy la Sow York City
Returns Fat Pocketbook Willett
Be Picked Up.
A remarkable display of honesty on
the part of an errand boy In tattered
alothes has aroused much interest in
Mori-Jeanie. Harry Host, 15 years old,
orb° works 12 hours • day in a drug
store and takes his weekly wages of
three &liars to his mother as his
Orare toward the support of the fain-
tly, fourilli on the street a pocketbook
containing gold and paper to the rattle
af 111i and jewels worth Oleo more
de ran as fast es hia legs meted carry
hiss to the nearest police station and
turned owc.r lb. pewee.
After conAting the looney Serge.
McGann looked at the boy and found
that his shoes were badly worn, hit
stockiege had holes in them and ho
clothes were ragged.
"Why didn't yen take sortie of be
money and by some new shoes"
stoked the sergeant.
"I need the shoes," replied the lad.
"but the money wasn't mine. I an
here as quick as /could *ono one could
say I stole it."
Envelope Causes Death.
James Iiicks,a prominent iron man-
ufacturer of Cincinnati. 0., died in the
Waldorf-Astoria at New York the
othr day eiblood poisoning. Begrime
to hew York city *but Wecksago.
k few days later he was licki* an
envelope, whin the abet ,O• edge* the
paper cut his lip, and blood poltirolug
set in. Mr. Ricks was prominently
identified with the Cincinnati Corru-
gated Iron company and the Piqua roll-
tog mills. His widow, who is a daugh-
ter of ex-Mayor Thomas, of Cincin-
nati, arrived in the city in the evening
sod accompanied the body to Quoin-
sad, where e b tal tspk Pace.
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A JUNGLE "INFAIR."
IN less a e Il ago there A°°uNTl in Wthen:bRastill ail4re.
ruined a rural section which the people is
the towns designated as the "jungle," a term
of contumely heeded down from a period
when this portion of the county was isolated
try'impaasable roads and covered with dense
timbers. The "jungle" fell behind in the
march of progress. The farm wagon con-
veyed the family to church on Sundays when
the people on the prairie rod* in "spring
wagons" or owned buggies. Thor, was one
prevailing style of architecture, which is Will
frequently seen, the square log house with
one room and a boxed-up kitchen at the aids.
The lights stemming through the one small
wiadow showed such decoratioas on the
walla as a shotgun and rifle, the horn pow-
der flask and hunting pouch, and trophies
el the heat, while on wioter evenings ths
'leering firelight from the cavernous fire-
place threw shadows in and out among the
feetoons, of otions, a dried pumpkin, tad
"middlin's" suspendeVrom the rafters.
The house in which Herter Lane washers
dud in • small cleared space in the heart
of the "jungle." Here she grew to womb*
hood with no wider experience with ths ode
side world than the weekday wont to the
aearest village, and an annual journey to the
scanty seat in fair time.
Her first hardship came to her at the
of six, when she must trudge each day fos
le miles to the district school. But school
days in Lb. "jungle" were soon over, the boys
poem the most of the "schoolia' " because
Ike girls married and had no use for
There were no bachelor maids in the "jaw
gle." Marriage wan a certainty about which
there could be no doubt.
Relater Lane being what the natives of the
"jungle" called • "good, smart girl.". ti
was expected ate would make a good match.
If the lane home was more picturesque
than some of its neighbors it was because
Hester's hand trained the morning glory
rine* over the window in summer and hid
the woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy-
hocks sad princess feathers. Tin paw
and pails shone nowhere else with such
height:Dein and huter ea they did tie thatbeach outside the kitchen door. Besides
Rester had pieced more patchwork melte
on the long winter evenings than any other3iri in _the "jungle," where • feather bed
and bening and a cow was the dowry.evmo
bride was expected to bring to her how
band.
Rooter had her choice between Squint
Bledsoe'. eon William and "Jim" Gilliam
whose father ass the big land owner is
the "jungle" and could set off tea acres
for the young people to start out with. Be-
ing a prudent-minded young women. Heo
ter took "Jim" and the weddtog day yes
set for Oetorber.
&entre Bledsoe, who bad "tied the knot"
In every marriage ceremony which had
taken plus In the "junglir for • decade.
elliciated, and eupplessented the
wit% snot sole= advice as he ed=41%
nesessary for the yews people to take. •
IrtL"Z 
in the "jungle" was • quiet agate
celebration being the "infatr" on thefellewing day, when the young husband took
his bride to his father's
Pins and proud Raster looked go ate
ea* beside "Jim," on the tress sass N the
sew wages in her "Walls dress of "sky
Woe detainee." trimmed with white lam' SS
the reeks, and her last elleelia.*
decorated with host ribbon bows. This
r*ag away costume represented the marbly
an the sale of eggs e.nd butter above the
Ana made" too, • sewing insehine sat
for many weeks. It was
being ciao el eke laxurim el the Lae
l&
tub as they were, the "infah" woe,
were arriving before them. The claire
were arranged in • semicircle around the
room and "Jim" and Rester set down
soar the open door. The company, the
older members first, cams forward OW
on, and "amok them by the hand sod
bred their congratulations flare vat
411i1:Z one plow thin which • good visit. e,d be wowed. "I wish you much for,"
repeated each neighbor, solemnly, ana esti
down again. Than these wee silage in the
room, the guests staring blankly at the
bride and groom, who relieved their env
barramment by occasional whiapers to each
ether.
Whoa the jests and witty sayings 
venlivened the festivities of the "juriill
were exhausted soma of the older folks be
geo reminimensing el former wedding me
melons.
"Ithi carious bow the world doss change
said Uncle "Jimmy" Taylor. He and his
Vfole"Ainit Laura," ware the pioneers"Nagle.' "Toe young folka whit
get married and start out hi the world
nowadays don't know what hard Wass are.
You've lumber to floor your how with.
mod • rook stove, and you can toy lade
inel chairs and table already mado
wasn't eo 50 years ago, whoa Laws and I
eat hitched.
"Lora lived at old Keskaaklie. Hee
dither had ooze* over oa to the Minds side
from Kentucky, and I, beteg a roving chap
sad Wed of Tennessee hills, tweed up then
ens day and went to work for him. Seed.
IN was ail dpus by bred le those den anti
Lavers helped in the corn :mating. We fall
is lee. mid- were . Ose ur eft/
that I took Laws up behind me on • home
and with all our worldly goods tied ins
handle we etarted .at to auk our foram,.
hs a new 'pantry. We never stopped td
we reached the "jadeite" and too tip e
piece of land and built seplete. I madp an
'oohed on the coals la tire fir
the furniture with my own hen= Losm
I. go to ft. Louis for abaut iiiflWIs
In those days, and Laura staid alone Is the
wilderness, but the Tndlans were gone and
there wasn't anything more dan is
Ube woods than varraints and tat'
'Asa wa didn't have Weir' iismin
those days," said /Jim's' father. We bad
hirkey and venison, which we abet WA*
woods, and for cake and pie we had pod
torn penes baked in the coals on the hearth.
'Jim's' mother didn't have • ate
wedding dress like Hester hero but
Unsay woolsey she wows herself and card
the wool for it., too. Them wasn't no dot
bale In titers dam the girt was intend
mold get • bit of canoe to make a whom
bet"
?tem would have been more stories d the
pied old deys when simplicity reigned et
wedding 'huts, hot the nweinnek king
SWity hi the Itonm-irtinne 41)sio
the sop wrat down the rope " ha
easefully horn and piled on a tty
se the isa scree vete in their
I new home was ready in the "jungle.
Int the Wren lag "Bill" Bledsoe, _
suitor, to show that be aliarbittill as
es 4 111, brought his fiddle and there was a
kite hi the sew hoe a
Ins." seed the Iradtlike
"Jim' and Softy. still
"%mile,' bet the little -home has ether
added to It, and a neat *bet foam
-kept °Mord and wt.
tfwbhh 124Into a
Irian assia4=eaIr
IIITD OF ANCIENT 'mum
takorees ott orttitaimusberm he tam
traria "fiat Appears to Bo
Old Moavoaly IfLottas.
What seemed to be fragmesele of a
magnetics iron meteor, which vosay hays
descended to the earth winterise ago,
was discovered the other day by sonic
laborers who are excavating a cellar
on Knickerbocker avenue. at Cornelia
street, Williamsburg, N. Y. The dim
sovery was made at a depth of 40 feet.
It being necessary to remove a hill 36
feet high before the sidewalk levee was
'*ached.
Upon reaching a ten-foot depth to
the cellar excavation the men earns
'pen the hard substanoe, and at first
believed it nothing but solid rock. Its
extraordinary weight, however, made
them examine it more elosely. and
when they out into a large piece of
the matter they found the interior was
a solid mass of iron ore beneath a
surface several inches deep of hard
sued yellow clay.
The search was extended further,
and the men came upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and also a ram's
bead. All the matter was turned ewe/
to Frank N. Schell, the contractor,
who will transfer the relics to some
museum.
"It appears to me," said Mr. Bette%
"that when this meteor fell, perh•pe
centuries ago, it struck the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. 'That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yellow clay which nor-
mounts each pleas."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
itio.dairlog Devise of Spool.* Moral
Cm a. Pla..4 oa Boma of the
Warships.
The navy department is preveding
Dome of the warships with • new life
raft, says a Washiness special to
the New York World. It sonstete
as elliptical copper tetra somewhaf
flattened, with air-tight sompare
meats, strengthened by Ise. The
tube is incased in cork, wound vrt'h
swims and made absolutely water
tight. Attached tee this Boas is e
rope netting three feet deep, from
which is suspended a wooden slatted
bottom. The netting is suspended
on the inner side of Ike float 'morn
slags which travel on lashings, a
that the bottom rests 's -he proper
position, ao matter which ride of the
lest fate upon the water when 11
Is throws overboard. It does not re
quire to be righted, adjusted or
earned about; It is ready for eervios
She moment It strikes the "rates
Oars are attached to the aides of the
goat to propel It when It is occupied
Itscrugh persona cannot get on this
waft to sink it, and, unlike the lit..
boat. ft cannot minim, or founder,
nor, like a raft. go to phew against
the Odes of a ship.
The war department le soasidertne
the advisability of equipping arney
eransporte with the same sort of
lost.
NAUTICAL SCHOOL AT MANILA,
gavel dallotalo to Do tiverything Pam
Sale to lowiross• soire•aoy
of the tootitatios.
Naval ofillatele at Manila briond to de
everything possible for thee trueness of
the nautical school at that place. This
institution was inherited from the
replenish government. It has been in
charge of Lieut. Richard K. Townley,
United States navy, whir was rectently
detached fr in that duty and Ordered
home for oomplieity in certain irreg.
ular business relatleas with army sub.
sistence officers at iganile. Another
officer has been placed in charge of the
Institution.
The school ofters a free education to
residents of the Pleinppine Islands is
Inch professional duties as will equip
the cadets to perfo'rm the duties of
wisteria and officers of merchant yew
eels. But, while the education is chief.
V of a technical and a professional na-
sum the students also are riven broad
and liberal instruction in the general
'wenches of mathematics, geography,
grammar, English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
seiliool with a practice ship to corn'
blue practical with theoretical instruo
don in navigation. seamanship. and
tie general reqturementa of the pro-,
fession for which the students are to
be prepared.
wrersaies. oistermearior for Werielekine
Rear Admit& Bradford, chiei of
skis bureau of equiproatat, will I
nit Ia his annual repeget. says
York Herald dispatch from wag-
Lot, the necessity of equipping Amer-
ican men of war witha system of wire
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will recora-
rimed the eyetom to be adopted lor ths
clavestlyilevarir 
that 
r at
Commander Richnria
eon Clover, naval attache in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral has recom-
*ended to Secretary Long that a wire-
te
hos tplegraph expert be sent to E
Mid roprooroot ary In
trials of the two new systems de.
rakopid by Lloyd's agency.
 
 ---
veteetrieety ea new York oftettest,
riestrictly for the KM York-Cue
tral railroad. at limed to .equip its
gases from ths eity's limits to tee
arond Central statine, is eser•
a potalblity of the netr future 'it is
said that an electric engine, in many
if its details unlike anything now in
mewl's, has bees perfected, end that
It wilt •oliti/testeies t It its s
mas ia anginas sus is sto
power may pass from the Gess& till•
tool ohotlen before January 1,
`false at aliosoulia Warm dm r,
Min ts dame lands have
etimi 4446.1g the Doiot Sivas That%
HAVE A PRESS UANG.
Errol Procedure for Getting Needed
Harvest Hands in Nebraska.
Farmers leis* Tramps from atm
!relight Tealua and Compel Them
Is Go Into the ,W Westfield* sad
Work fur 'hood *age*.
Owing to the large crops the farm-
ers in Nebraska and Kansas have to
ase all sorts of ingeniou• so:tomes to
get harvest hands. Enterprise in this
respect lately brought three eitiseine
of Waverley within, the grasp of the
law, report. the Yew York Sun.
The throe fervors were in the hab-
it of lounging shout the railroad sta-
tion every evening between nine and
teq o'clock, n twit, that time a
freight train came along and stopped
tor water. in the Lincoln yards be-
fore starting toward Waverley two
'accommodating brakemen always
took great pa leave one car un
milk
sealed. Into t geojcamps would
lump.
When the train stopped for water
at, Wavericy toe farmers mated for
the car and seized the lurking
tramps. One of the farmers was a
!moles of the peace. Firit the
tramps were tempted by offers if
good wages to wurk. In rase the
tramps refused these overtures they
were thrown into the stuffy jail and
sentenced to a Oro days' hard labor
for vagrancy. The labor consisted is
;shocking wheat for one of tba,trio.
Tlee tramps were put to work un-
der close surveillance, and, when they
finished their stlet were allowed to
Jepart in peace with full stomachs
and a small sum of money given to
them by the farmers.
Several of the neighbors were jeal-
ous of the three farmers because of
the success of tie tramp scheme and
wialuded to compete with the orig-
inators for some of the pamper labor
One 'venlig- a few days ago the
justice anti his two associates inland
Iwo neighbors in possieresion of a
tramp whom they had discovered in
the freight car. The warrant averred
that be was from the shady precincts
of Chicago and declared that he would
cot degrade himself with farm labor.
The two farmers declared that he
must.
The three late arrivals with the
fustios at their head doweendisd flea
tramp. Alexander Farwell awl Simon
Buskirk, who held the tramp, re-
fused to surrender him. A fight on-
sued. Farwell, it is alleged, struck
the Justin*. Thou a tree-ter-all fight
tollowed. Farwell and Buskirk tried
to defend their tramp. The trio of
fanners were bolted to get him.
In the melee the tromp delivered a
tow well-directed bat impartial
pesches at the combatants and made
his escape to • !limber yard near
by. The justice and his.party die
somited the opposition and then cop
tared the tramp. He was senteneed
to tea' darn for disturbing the peeee
and listed for the wheat fields the
next morning.
Farewell and Buskirk were not die-
eouraged. They made their way to
the county Judge early the next
morning and swore out warrants for
the three farmers. charging them
with assault and battery. The trial
will be held after harvest, sod in the
meantime the unfortunate tramp is
ehe property of the man who can
pounce upon him.
THE AMERICAN NUN.
fotoethisei •bout His Plysioal Actual-
then no Compared with Taal
of Forogienias
— —
The most important. beraus• the
detest fundamental. or prohietna cove
earning the quality of the America!,
elan concerns his physical condition
as compared with that of his kindred
beyond the sea. As to this point the
strident!, is la clear that it needs lit-
tle discussion, says the International
Monthly. It to evident that the
American Indians, a race evidently
es the ground for many thoosatid
years before the coming of the Euro-
peans, had found the land hospitable
For savages they were remarkably
well developed, and. &hough unfitted
for steady labor, their bodies were
wed Weide • atidoeseddrbeee s. ?akin"
their place, the north Europeans
representing a wide e ange of lel
varieties English 
Scotch, Germans, Sc nitka, rivienis14.1411delle-ri
, ,
Marla, French and mealy other green,.
of old world peoples, bees, llibee
their implantation IV years or More
ago, shown that the area of the eon.
tinent•from the Rio Grande to the
far north is as witted to our kind ate
Is any part of the serge
• This is pinftialenely proved by the
statistic* Of Americas &rabies gath-
err, &Mug ette theil wart dis Ando
Imin white man of families longest to
this country is, on the average,
larger than kis European kinsman,
the increase being mainly in the she
of head arid chest. It i ,t,ierther in-
itiated life' Om e ,of these
men in the trials of the itoillierhe Iffy
and by the remarkable percentage
of recoveries from wounds. This ere
dur,nee of wounds was regarded by
the late Pr. Briffierfirperd as a livor
tore common -to 11 %aghast/Imo& ofi
this emstinent, ng, ad ire cheirded,
ea eloseliasis of 
h 
melamine' emitted
ence es charaelefisti tef Algerican
rabbits as of American men. More
ever, the statistics of life-insurance
mpantes doing busbiess in this
untry;isapar to iodkate that the
depute of life is greater here
than in the old world.
In 1i27 a blow even with a fan
um, Dey 'of Ales,* to
sal lad to the war e.blekeit
•plers.*****.sii"
' • •••.....16.-
CAIWIPiA1S AT 11011:1L
law Singular Privileges tad Rules
for Their Conduct.
i.kerays Dress in Pod and Etteselde
Dees Not Allow Them to Walk.-
The sacred Colloge and liow
It is eciaatitstea.
While in Rome etiquette does not
ellow a cardinal to walk. He must
have a carriage and pair. When her
roes out beyond the city walls an at-
tendant follows him. Going to a pub-
do ceremony at, the Vatican he is en-
titled to • gala trade of three, car-
riages, and if a prince to four.
In the pope's chapel the cardinalit
kneel at the benches on which they
sit. They wear at ceremonial fume,
lions a cassock with a train of cloth
in winter and of moire in summer.
.:ollars, shoes and stockings are red.
The girdle is of red moire with gold
tassels, the roohet of lace and the too-
mita the same as the cassock. In
Rome the rod:bet is covered with a red
aantelletta; outside the city it is un-
Novered. The bat is red felt with gold
tassels.
The cardinals di curia, or those re.
dding in Rome, are entitled to a year-
ly income, or piatto cardinalizio of
12,000 lire--abont 56,400--which is paid
oat of the ether's pence. The cardinal
!welling ordinarily has these epeeial
epartrnents: At the entrance is NI
antechamber for the domestics..
ilbove a credence are the arms of tee
cardinal under a canopy. On the wall
are suspended his two kneeling culla-
lone, one of red and the other of violet
silk, and his tic: 7.-aibrellas of the
same colors. These last are for coy-
ering him when be is making a solemn
entry into a church or following the
viaticum bareheaded. The second
room Is for the eardiners secretary.
Tke third faulted the arsteeharnber of
the biretta, because the red biretta
Is placed there on a eossole before a
@rued:. Then *ones the throneroose.
When a cardinal asserts that the
pope hes said obis or that.'ev has eves
each ea order, he must be believed on
his word without beiag obliged to
CARDINAL. VANIfrTICL;et
nibs Most Popular Member et tit • sweet
couese.-)
prove it. This is willed the oruculuas
Ova* Totes.
Cardinals should be 30 years of age.
Mgr. Martinelli will be on of thei
',unrest members of the college. N.
Is now 53. Cardinal Skebensky, arch.
bishop of Prague, is the youngest, be-
ing only 3e. Cardinal Yives y Tuts,
tomes next. He is dr nett MU.
Martinelli Ste in, says the Baltimore
Bun.
When the sacred college is °omelets
there are 7'0 cardinals, namely six
bishops, Seoniests roxi 14 deacons.
Cardinals of • lower order have, with
the consent of the pope, the right of
*Macro to pass to a higher order. The
dmecons can chose the Veneta 4, Sae.'
of ties cardinal peewits if they hes,
been decagons for ten years, and have
boon ordedned to the priesthood. The
senior cardinal priest present in
Rome when one of the six hishopees
fails vec.ant has Lim option to sueoliett'
to it, with the excerption of the sees.
of Ostia- and of Porto, which are re
weed for de dean and the tubeless
of the sacred college. The cle•R is
the senior cardinals dating frees blot
,rprunothen to one of the sees.
'More are now 00 cardioala-40 Ital.
fans and 37 of other nationalities. Tie
Is wale that Pop* Leo XIII, desires
alders to have the member
-ship nest
tistum, or limit, and that he said
pet ?wore making out tht- recent lies
°f•ittitail tiva earthilait:IthCre shrold be as.
'any as possible to choose from in
tb• next conolave." Pepe Pius TX..
having bed the longest reign, emote*
the most cardinals, 1791 Pope Leo
KIR. has barbel 131 cardinals. alien
be- beganhoweilo ponatliflemartiatee 124.ni
siren
other mirdileals have bad to do with
the church.. of North America, They I
are Card] Del Clieverns, the filet Maio.%
of lioritone Cardinal MoCloskey, wake.'
bishop of New Polak; Cardinal
, post, of Baltimore; Cardinal Taaeleer-iaae, of Quebec; Cardin al Penisoe, bi she
op of Sexennial; Cardinal
the Jesuit theologian and profess°,
at the ootteere at Woodstock, Md.; end
Cardinal fieteilli, former delegate to e
the !kilted S'fitft•s. Of thee. ..ordinals -
Chirserns, sTterbose and hlasvolla had
iwelt.this country beelore they
reivatod cardinal's
•
4
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.4
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Rehab. le atiriory Itesployers.
Judge Danforth, of Maine, believes
'last a fair salary Ueda to keep a *man
helmet. Lately, in speaking of ea son.bed bank cashier, ha said: 'if alga
that the haw permitted me ee send
with the accused every one chile, hes
tituggialo
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'PHANTOM VOTERS THE MIGHTY CUR ENT
OF hUH FOREIGN TRADE
1,
Refdstered and Voted in
• Philadelphia Elections.
MAN DEAD FORTY-FIVE
YEARS STILL VOTING.
Shocking Stories of Rascality Which
Should Overflow the Pennsyl-
vania Penitentiary.
THE REGISTRATION BOOK(1 TO BE PURGED, IF POSSIBLE
(Philadelphia Special.)
Miastered for years from the graves
of the Durham-McNichol ring to
swell that organisation's majoritY,
Philadelphia's army of phantom vo-
ters is -beginning to _give way 'ander
the reform probe. Ilvestigation on
Ci
f the part of the city pasty shows that
ont of a bogus vote of 60,000 more
than one-third iepresent deadtben.
the twentieth ward, the bailiwick
of D. H. Lane, several hundred phan-bot 'toms hive been found since the *ele-
vation by the ward leader before the
city committee that it was impossible
that there was any bogus voting in
Philadelphia. .
The committee had been called to
',counteract the moral effect of the
-police canvass, and it was up to Dave
Lane to make a play that was to
catch the crOwd. Lane offered a se-
vies of resolutions decrying the at-
tempts of the reform element to un-
cover bogus voting as an attempt to
besmirch the Republican party. They
were passed with a 'hurrah.
Picking out the 'Dead."
• Today at a hearing of election of-
ficers in Lane's own ward, charged
with fraud it was shown that fifteen
dead men were voted at the last
election from Lane's own division.
Lane admitted there might have
been a few "frauds," but added it
was without the knowledge of the
committee.
Bet Lane is not the only leader
who 'has 'gathered phantoms about
• him, The third ward, from the num-
ber of "dead': voters found on die list,
will be known for years in come as
"Phantomville."
There seems to have been a race
among ward leaders as to who could
enroll the greatest number, wed it 'has
been suggested thin should The Dar-
'hani-McNichel-Pererose forces win it
the coming election fraud prizes ought
to be distributed to the gang. Up to
date the awards would be as follows:
First prize and gold medal Tor
greatest number qualified phantoms
to "Strawberry Jim" McNichol, teeth
ward, 3.907 registered.
Second prize and berinee clock to
"Jim" Miles, boss of thirteenth ward.
including part of tenderloin, sheriff
and chairman of gang's campaign
committee, 3,649 registered. -
Third prize and silver water pitch-
er, Harry J. Trainer, saloonkeeper.
mercantile appraiser and select coun-
cilman, 3,284 registered.
Fourth prize and embossed testi-
mottle' to "Strawberry pm's" part-
s ners, lz Durham and Charlie Seger.
•reventh ward, 3.141 registered.
Fifth prize and certificate of honor
to Dave I.ane, 2,009 registered.
Some Fantastic Wands.
It was generally, usidereised that
•with the ballot box stuffing mania
ithe gpsg's henchmen hied done many
fantastic as well as daring thing., bet
•no one realized just how far they
bad gone until the reform commas be-
gan.
'In Senator Penroses's ward, the
-eighth, the name of Arthur Dere zlog
Walnut street, appeared on the as-
eraser's lists. The policeman assign-
ed'to the division asked ila that num-
ber whether Burt lived there. An
elderly woman eyed him sternly.
"What do you mean?' she qeeried.
eharply. "If dhis is a joke, re-
port pou."
"But it's no joke,' peisieted the
bliteeolt. "I'm tevising the votieg
bists. Did Mr. Burt vote last elec-
tion?" •
'Eprt died in t85g, fie was
-rny father."
"Eighteen hundred and fifty-nine?"
fairly ghosted the cop. "Gee, that's
the limit."
But the phantom list is not confin-
ed alone to voters. Phantom assess-
ors and election officers by the dozen
have been reported in the wards
Which Jiave been hotbeds of political
corruption. For example, Policeman
Edward Rornanetti, who was intrust-
ed to one division, declared he could
not' Ind Geo. Long, a judge of elec-
tion. 'It transpired he died two years
ago. There are hundreds of such
*1 (*Sell
As a result of the parsing of the
lists more than 6o,000 names have
'been removed: Now, with the pros-
pect of a keen conflict ahead in which
there is every chance of their being
proothered udder an avalanche of re-
form votes, the gang has evolved a
brilliant scheine for putting hack bo-
gus .namee.
'A
.t
Henry Mernen. yr.. tba relish!,
+hook neenulacturer. Blank Books,
Job and Editioft bindhltt. The out,
*relative book binder in Pedweali
Libesre erotic a specialty.
•-'411
THE YEAR PROMISES TO BE THE BANNER ONE FOR AMERI-
CAN EXPORTS—ODDITIES IN THE CARGOES OF OUTGO-
ING SHIPS ARE "YANKEE NOTIONS" KNOWN ALL OVER
THE WORLD—THE MOVING OF THE WHEAT CROP, ETC.
Says a Washington telegram: Re- I
cent reports indicate that this is '
likely to be a banner year in Ameri-
can export trade. Harvests are good
on the broad farms of the great west;
from the domain of King Cotton
comes similaf intelligence; Eastern
manufacturing industries are prosper-
ous. It is often said in these days
that Europe is becoming Americanis-
ed through its efforts to please weal-
thy tourists frgin this side of the wa-
ter.- With more truth, it might be
said that Europe is becoming Ameri-
canized becasse of the rapidly increat-
ing volume of trade between the old
world and the new. America does
a large part of the work of feeding
the nations of the earth, and the
"Yankee notion" is known wherever
goods are bought and sold.
The cktalls of the foreign com-
merce statistics of the country for
the fiscal year ending June 3o show
that the grettest increase of imports
involved manufacturers' materials,
while the largest gain in exports was
made in factory products. Further-
more, an /analysis of the statistics re-
veals the fact that the manufacturing
centers of the interior are more than
holding their own with those of the
states on the coast. Previous inves-
tigations of this same fact have con-
vinced European manufacturers that
it was due chiefly to the low freight
rates on goods intended for export.
It was proved, for example, that the
American average of liD.0076 per ton
was the lowest rate in the world. Now
prodT of the correctness of this con-
clusion it to be found in the fact that
whereas during the past year chemi-
cals, cotton goods, feathers, fibre
manufactures, glass and glassware,
metal and wool manufactures show-
ed decreased importation, at the same
time cotton exports increased $25,00ce-
000, cotton manufactures $.22,000,cco,
raw cotton lo,coo,000, iron and stet
manufactures $22,000,000 and other
staple 'commodities in proportion.
An object lesson in the extent of
American commerce may be taken at
any time on the railroad docks of a
seaport city. In the shadow of tower-
ing elevators, each capable of holding
millions of bushels of grain, are
piers, hundreds of feet in length, pil-
ed high with barrels and boxes, cases
and csks. ' Between the piers lie the
great steamships, some of them ca-
pable of holding so,orep tons of cargo.
The largest freight ear carries abottt
Afty tons, and consequently it takes
four 'hundred of them to fill one of
the monster ocelkn carriers. Thlt
means a string of sixteen exception-
ally Tong and heavy trains. When you
realize that a score of vessels, each
approximating a capacity of 20,000
ons, Sr. Caving New York alone
every week, you begin to comprehend
what a yearly billion dollar exchange
means which takes in the tretle of all
the Atlantic, gulf and Pacific ports.
Every cargo, whether of imports or
of exports, has man;' surprises for
one not well conversant with the
commodities which figure in the for-
eign trade of the United States. It
is common, for instance, to find in
the cargo of a liner from the Medi-
terranean a CO ft114191/1111“ of ele-
phant's teeth to be used in the man-
ufacture el piano keys. Clothespins
from the woods of 'Maine form an ie-
teresting and frequent item of export
as do idols made in Philadelphia Inc
the Chinamen to worship. A cargo
from Italy invariably appeals to the
"inner man." Many barreis of nine,
some of them bound up with ropes
of straw, casks of olive oil, olives
pickled and fresh, cases of cheeses.
casks of cherries, sausages of unusual
composition, Italian cured hams,
strings of garlic, nuts, in hairy and
barrels, and, most delicious of all to
the experienced Italian palate, snails,
boxes and boxes of them, all go to
make -up a giant's share of delicates-
sen Such cargoes are becoming
larger and more numerous on Amer-
ican docks because the railroads have
by means of ieasonable rates, intro-
duced the delicacies throughout the
inlond markets.
It is natural for the railroads to
want profitable return shipments in
their grain cars, for if they can make
these cars pay both ways they are
able to lower the rate on export
wheat and give the American firmer
a 'better market in Liverpool. Of
course, the most interesting feature
of .the entire foreign trade is the
wheat export. It is almost entirely
a railroad creation, in the sense that
the larger part of it would not exist
were it not for the extremely favor-
able rates with vebich the railroads
have fostered it.
,Wheat is a peculiar crop in that it
demands frontier lands and "exten-
sive" cultivation to be profitably
raised. As the industrial wealth of
this country has grown and the
frontier has bsen pushed farther and
farther west, the acreage under wheat
has gone with it, veering a little to
the north meanwhile. The former
wheat fields of the middle west now
grow other grains in rotation. This
shrinking modesty of the great staple
before the advance of conventional
civilization has made necessary long-
er and longer hauls to the seaports
on the part of the wheat carrying
railroads. In order therefore, to al-
low American wheat to compete in
European markets with the wheat
from Russia, Argentina and Rouma-
nia the railroads have had to disre-
gard distance utterly in their export
charges. They have made charges on
export wheat lower than those on
wheat designed for domestic con-
sumption. It is only by doing so
that they have made the traffic pos-
sible and caused a rapid development
in the country's frontier. This boon
they have been able to grant largely
because of the healthy American pol-
icy of government non-interference.
Through their milling-in-transit
rates the railroads have also changed
the character of the wheat export
from millions of bushels of the wheat
Itself exclusively, to a preponderance
of barrels of flour. The milling-in-
transit rate is a through charge from
the local elevator to the export mar-
ket, nothing being added for -a stop-
over at some intermediate point while
the wheat is being made over into
flour. By reducing the price of mar-
keting flour, the milling-in-transit
rates 'have allowed the wheat pre-
viously ground in Europe to be
ground by American millers, thereby
'adding to the prosperity of another
home industry.
The total yield of wheat in • the
United States' averages between six
and seven hundred million bushels.
Of this, between two and three hun-
dred million are exported. The wheat
of the Southwest goes abroad by way
of 'New Orleans and Galveston. That
from the central west finds its way
to the sea by the Kansas City-Chi-
cago route, or eastward from St.
Louis to Baltimore and Newport
News. The vast yield of the North-
west goes to Duluth and thence by
boat through the great lakes and out
to sea via the St. Lawrence, or over-
land from Buffalo to New York or
Boston.
One of the chief sources of this ev-
er-increasing flow of American pro-
ducts to European markets is the lib-
eral policy Maintained by our rail-
roads. It is a "square deal" policy,
presenting equal advantages to the
farmers and manufacturers in all
parts of the country. Thus the rail-
mad has become one of the main
supports of our great American in-
dustries. aiding in the development of
the foreign as well as the home mar-
ket: and it will continue on its great
mission as pioneer and trade builderjust as bong as its efforts are appre-
ciated.
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The Louisville,
Evening Post,
An Independent Newspaper at the
Rate of Only
25e PER MONTH BY MAIL.
A department for everybody.
FAIREST EDITORIALS,
BEST POLITICAL ARTICLES,
BEST MISCELLANY,
BEST SHORT STORIES,
UST BOOK REVIEWS,
sign CHILDREN'S PAPER,
BEST HOME NEWS,
BEST CONDENSED NEWS,
BEST MARKET REVIEWS,
BEST OF EVERYTHING.
PRICE BY MAIL:
ONE YEAR SledSIX MONTHS ....... 112.00THREE MONTHS $1ONE hiONTS 
 
.2!
SesSample copy if you wish. 
Address Circulation Dept.,
THE EVENING POST,
Louisville, KY,
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mat-
tress Renovating and Fine Repair-
ing. We store, pack and ship fur-
niture on short notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.,
115 to 219 South Third street.
G. C. DIUGUID,
ATTORNEY-AT'LA.W:
zog 1-2- North Fourth Street, Upstairs
Commercial and Co-operative
Business a Specialty.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Rents x3 and 14 Columbia Building,
Old Phone zo9.
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS
Rooms to, it and is, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH. KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Will practice in an courts of Ken-
tucky and
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zso NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 353
Office hours 8 to io a. m., x to 3
p. in. and 7 to 9 p. in.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
4ot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone 496 Red; New Phone 31.
Paducah. Kaisiocky.
—When in Want a--
RUBBER TIRES REPAIRING
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith-
ing Call on
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue.—Tel, 056-red.
Taylor 42 Lucas,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 691--Roorna 303 and 204
Fraterity Building.
Dr. J. T. GILI3ERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Phone 196, 400 1-2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY,
Dry Hot Air Baths given when in-
dicated.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No, 5, Columbia Building.
DEAL'S band amOrchestra
Phone 136, red.
For perfection and purity smoke
Elk Dream xoc tiger.
EA,CYNONS
St. Louis and Tennessee River Peek-
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, comfort
and rest; good service, goad table,
good rooms, etc. Boats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p. in.
For other information apply to Jas.
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
NOTICE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
tol2es c5r2d
FzUrtr2itare.
Buy anything and sell everything.
218-220 Court street. Old phone 1316.
Clem Frausioli.
Moving wagon in connscdon.
W. lake Olives. Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton, Ky. Paducah, Ky.
Tilos B. McGregory,
Beaton, Ky.
OLIVER, OLIVER
McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Becton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Pachicah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building,
New Phone zes. Old Phone 303,
ANY MAN MAY
create an estate in an hour that would
require a bong life to earn otherwise,
by protecting his life in the North-
western Mutual Life, the best com-
pany in America.
C. B. Hatfield
General Manager.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY, OLD PHONE tale
611EM GRAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
'King of karats" has moved from
408 Broadway to log South Fourth
street (red front) and wishes to wel
conic all his old friends and cdatom-
ars.
— 
--
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLER
WM. MARBLE,
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
ROOMS 1, 2 and 3 Register Build-
ing, 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
DR. W. C. ENDANkS,
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone
Residence, 819 Broadway.
Phone 140.
Very Low Rates
Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extremely low rates are announc-
ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the following
special occasions:
Rktrmond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-20, 1905,
Ratee for the above occasion open
to the public: Tickets will be solid to
these points •frons all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
tion can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
railway or agents of connecting Imes
or by addressing the undersigned.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wash-
ington, D. C.
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
Lotrisviag, Ky.
G. B. ALLPN, A.. G. P. A., St.
Loute. Mo.
"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Crittenden Springs
...HOTEL...
NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Notel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
COMMODATIONS, AND THZ
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
If you want your clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose, 29 South Third street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
E. H. PURY EAR,
ATTORNEY -AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone 490,
SPECIALTIES:
4n5Mmonrimmmin -,
Abstracting of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
Dr. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
Columbia Building.
Phon roct Red.
'br. B. T. Han
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivera, Tao
Nort hFifth, Both Phone 355.
Residence 1041 Clay, Old Phone 1691
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has $17goes
worth of city property for sale and
thirty-five farms; also three safes.
Houses for rent.
Telephone, old. 1665.
D. 0. r'ARK
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
PADUCAH. KY.
General Practice.
208-210 Frateirnity Building.
Office also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky.
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART . BUILDING.
120. Both phone s88 at the office, both
phones aco at residenc. Office hours
.7 to 9 a. m.; I to 3 p. m., 7 to 9 P.
Office phone 25z, Reeddence phone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity Building.
5—
A. S. D.A13.1•TEY,
--DE NTIS1'—
. Truelteart Building.
11.1. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE zeu N OR ra FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence soli Office sof
D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co., 306 Broedway.
•
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Shavetirourmlf ABOUT THE PEOPLEITRAINING SCHOOL
And div04.5c.
3 Shaves a weeoz„Rx5c,.! . . . 450
30C-3 Hours 3reek5itoc. . .
75e.
52 weeks at 75C $39.00
We sell and - guarantee
Saftey 414Spgripl,
Strop :)f .
Soap Stick
Brush . •••
the
.$1.o0
30
• 75
• 2,5
$2.00
Saved $36.50
No barber's itch, no contagious clis-
ease.. Agents Giikt Safety Razor.
NIFWERSON'S
DRUG. STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-
ered to any part of the city.
Phones No. seo. 
•
Cr !footway,
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smso
tOCIIL NEWS
:the KleitineleY Realtri Co., to8 Era-
• eternity Building., Old phone 851.
---Containued fair feather in the
,/,‘-orniee if or today.
ne rn11 fqx the "Blue School Lists"
'at Harketur's Book Dept.
Beie -pour school books and sup-
pliee_eaely at Harbour's Book Dept.
ICca.'ng. L. Whiteside's, osteopath,
11°9 ,1-a Broadway; Phones, Old I434
V4111 781-
--This is the last week of holidays
v.ith tlee,,. children who attend the pub-
3ShiitD1s•
Nfts. Kate Stuart's kindergarten
and primary school opens nth Sep-
trimber, 416 North Seventh street.
7-.51 Mary's accademy resumed
eiteiday and had its usual opening
311 ' arat day attendance.
•f:1' di& regular meeting of the W. C.
T. A. will occur Thersday afternoon
it 3:30 o'clock in the lecture room of
tIte Yirst Baptist church. All friends
lard 'invited to be present.
—More propitious weather than
than of yesterday, either for the oc-
casion of Labor Day, could not ha -e
been made' to order. The day win
' calm and though bright was veryl
pleasant except in the sun. Last night.
too vast pleasant, being rather breezy.
A few more days of such weather and
Jack Frost will be a visitor.
—The placing of, the storm sewers
en Kentucky avenue progresses well.
The contioactaks seem disposed tp
'‘ make all the "lily while the sun
shines for them" which is possible.
They will have to: hurry if they
would escape the opening of bad
weather, which is predicted for this
month. The authorities, by the by,
should see that there is not too much
digging and too little filing done.
The sewerage should be placed direct-
ly following the excavating.
Among the Sick.
Patrolman Aaron Hurley is con-
fined at his home on the South Side
„witienan attack of illness.
Mrs. W. J. Lewis is ill at their
home on South Fourth street. She is
Wife of the N. C. and St. L. con-
fr. James Slaughter was able to
e.sne- be, out yesterday after a .several days
'100 Ststfilisnent with a severe attack of
11011gestion.
Mrs. he Collins is quite sick at
their home on South Sixth street. She
is the ,wife of Captain Joseph Collins
of the Central tire department.
n Winer Willie Rudy is confined
ati--entack irf pleurisy at their
home on Kentucky avenue.
Masonic Notice.
Plait city !.;otlge No. 449 F. & A.
M., will meet tonight in stated, com-
munication at 7:30 o'clock.
GEO, 0. INGRAM, Master.
F. ROTH', Stcrtiarii'.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A MIZE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE.NERVOUS TROU-
-,BbES. - ' •
• ALES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER-
FECT HEALIN.
FOR SALE Al ALL DRUG
STORES.
'Miss Mollie Sullivan ha s returned
from a several weeks visit to Birm-
ingham, Ala.
detesters Herbert and Clyde Tor-
rence are back from a two months
visit in the east.
Mr. William Sights returned yester-
day morning from Dawsoo where he
spent Sunday.
Mr. Henry Schroat is here from
Birmingham, Ala., visiting his mother
on South Third street.
Mks. Armour Gardner, Mrs. Hal
Corbett, Miss Ritbye Corbett and Mr.
Charles Sas Ante_ return.e.d_ _ItSMS
Da wson..
Mr. Robert S. Wilhelm has re-
turned from a month's absence at
Lexjngton, Ky., St. Louis and Daw-
son..
Hon. John Grayot and wife, of
Smithland, were here yesterday en-
route home from the West .
On is
vine, •Ky. He is cashier of the bank
there.
Traveling Engineer, Lloyd Grimes
and Mr. J. F. Walker were here yes-
terday from Fulton. They are of the
I C force there
Superintendent Egan, of the Louis-
ville division, west to the Falls City
Sunday.
Mk. W. G. °Bryan, the postal tele-
graph company linemah, spent Sun-
day with his father at Dawson.
Mr. Frank May, the life insurance
man, has returned from a several
weeks visit at Veedersburg, Ind.,
where his wife and child remained
for a longer stay.
MT. James Lally, wife and children
have returned from visiting at Mk-
Nary, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Meyers will
return the last of this week from an
eastern tour.
Mr. James Glauber and wife left
last evening for Denver, Colo., and
other western points, where they will
be gone one month.
Mr. and ?Ars. A. A. Streit. of May-
field, are .visiting in the city.
Mrs. C. J. Holcomb and Miss,
'Louise and Mx. Charles Holcomb
left Sunday for the round trip up the
Tkrusessee river.
Mr.Stolen VanCtilin spent part of
SutOday and Monday among relatives
Stu klopkinsville.
bfe,nWill E. Cochran returned last
nightlrom Nashville, Tenn.
31Je: Edward Nelson returned bast
ght to Nashville, Tenn., after visit-
Pig his father, Mr. Abe Nelson and
family.
Mies Evelyn Walker, of Dyers-
burg, spent Sunday with her brother,
Mr. R. W. Walker. Sibe was en
route to Portland, Ore.
Mr. Conn Linn, of Murray, is in the
city.
Messrs. C. W. Stevens and E. B.
Ferguson, of Benton, are in the city.
Mr Will Sparksman, of Jackson,
Tenn., is in the city.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint C. Warren are
visitireg in Evansville.
J. F. G. LaRue, of Sonithland, is
in the city.
Mr. Call J. Rolwitz, of the Burling-
ton, is at the Palmer.
Inspectors W. J. McDonald and
George M. Green, oft Nashville, are
in the city.
Mrs. Joe Collins, wife of the cap-
thin of fire station NO. r, is ill at her
home (AI South Sixth street.
Misses Addle and May Bird, Miss
Flora McKee and Mies Julia. Lang
have gone for a trip up the Teunes-
see
Mite MMle Sullivan ha; returned
from a visit to Birmingham, Ala.
Miss Emma C. Thompson has re-
turned from Chicago.
Mr. John Grayot and wife have tee
turned from an extended tour of the
North and West.
Major II. T. Gaines and Col. Noel
Gaines left for their heme in Frank-
fort yesterday. They were the last
of the encampment here.
Hon. John K. Hendrick returned I
yesterday from visiting his family at
Smithland.
Mr. H. G. Tandy and, wife are still
in the city. Mr. Tandy is closing up
the expenditures of the late encamp-
ments
Mr. Thomas Landrum, the former
Mayfieldiarn now managing the Plant-
ers Hotel at St. Louis. tins been
made a colcmel on the staff of Cenver
mint Folk, of Missouri.
•
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SALI-
VATES. ALL DRUGGIST roc.
THE RIVERSIDE HOSPITAL
DIRECTORS WILL INCOR-
PORATE ONE.
Miss Tonklin, 9f Mayfield, Arrives
to Bea:Pena Surecal Nurse at
the Inatituion.
The board of directors for River-
side hospital' held a meeting Satur-
daya if nd decided nicia4 
keen 
rto incorporate
training school they will stag there.
In 
fact 
tut will be conducted on a larger
scale as time goes on. The nanse of
the training school will be the "Riv-
erside Hospital Nurses' Training
School" and the neurporation will
make it in the naalaire of 'a private
public institution. The document
prescribes that elle school is for the
purpose of training females into hos-
-tfurscs Stir deeiriffes in Whit
manner the school is to be conduct-
ed. It will be under the direction of
the boird of directors in charge of
the hospital proper.
Miss Mary Jape Tonkling, of May-
field, arrived here yesterday to be-
come the surgical department nurse
at the hospital. She came in at noon
and immediately entered upon her
duties, in which she is reputed as
quite proficient, being a graduate
nurse coming well recommended, and
therefore one who thoroughly ender-
stands the business.
Her duties are to nurse those who
have undergone surgical operations.
The other 'nurse is Miss Ethel Ad-
ams, nurse for the medical depart-
ment, while there are two probation-
ary attaches connected with that de-
partment. They are learning to be
nurses.
The beard of directors for the
hospital are yet Working upon the
rules and by-laws by which the in-
stitution is to be governed., but as
yet they have not been completed.
They are not rushing eitiemselves in
this connection because it is not ab-
solutely necessary, as the incorpora-
tions can be compiled at any time.
COULD NOT ACT
COUNCIL ADJOURNED LAST
NIGHT BECAUSE OF' LE-
GAL HOLIDAY.
POPULAR WANTS
WANTFD—A white cook at nae
South Fourth seinen
FOR RENT—Fur nished„ room; for
gentlemen within 3 block of Fourth
and Broadway. Old phone, 613-4.
WANTED
--Experienced millinery
saleslady. Address C. care thä.oe.
MEV
FOR SALE—Iron safe 47x36x33,
weight 2,800 pounds. phone 733-R or
address Cecil Reed.
STRAYED—A black mnley cow.
Rew-ard for her return or informaticrn
as to whereabouts. E. S. Zeller, 431
South Sixth street.
FOR RENT—A store 'house and
residence above, at 1103 South Third
street. Apply at eoe Kentucky
avenue.
J D.ST—Smail _red _memorandum
bdok oil Fifth street between Mon-
roe and Broadway. Return to Lee
Eaker, ecio North Eighth street, and
be rewarded.
e 
FOR RENT: Second and third
floors of 'building on corner Third
and Kentucky avenue; abso rooms on
first floor imitable for business of-
fire at very' reasonable prices. H.
?gammen, Jr.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
FOR SALE—A two-dory home
dwelling, seven rooms, lsage recep-
tion hall, hot and cold water, gobd
out buildings, nice yard with shade
trees. Wit sell on terms to suit pur-
chaser. Price reasonable. Apply at
924 North Seventh street. New
phone NO. 630.
TAXPAYERS' NOTICE.
It Touches Ile Spot
THERE'S NO BEER BREW ED 'ANYWHERE UNDER
THE SUN THAT TICKLES THE" PALATE AND
PLEASES "THE. INNER M AN' LIKE
Belvedere
Che Master Brew
THE RZAkON WHY IS PERFECTLY, PLAIN. BEL-
VEDEttit IS BREWED FROM THE CHOICEST SELECT
ED MALT, HOPS AND 4,P ARKLING PURE WATER,
SKILLFULLY *.ENDED WITH BRAINS.
IT HAS TAKEN US MANY A YEAR TO LEARN HOW
TO BREW BELVEDERE THE BEER THAT SATIS-
FIES. NOW IT IS PERFECT.
paducab Brewery Company
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Co telephone Subscribers.
THE FOLLOWING SUBSCRIBERS OF THZ FOLSOMDALIC
4...0 TELEPHONE CO. CAN BE REACHED BY OUR SUBSCRIBERS.-..
UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE NO CHARGE WILL BE MADE FOR
THIS SERVICE.
Paducah, Ky., Septertiber i, 1905.
You are hereby notiBed that all
persons awning, or having in their
possession, or under their control as
agent, guardian, or committee, exec-
utor, administrator, curator, trustee,
receiver, commissioner or otherwise,
reality, tangible or intangible person-
al property, on the 15th day of /Sep-
tember, are required on or before the
1st Say of October to give the assess-
or a true and complete list of same,
with true cask value thereof, as of the
isth ably of September, under oath,
upon forms to be furnished on appli-
catiorr by said assessor at his Ake,
and dot all merchants of the city
doing liminess for themselves or otin
ers shall in like manner and in addi-
School Board Continua %ding the non thereto, state the highest amount
Question of in value of goods, wares, and merth-Ea
Sewerage 
ttendingeaminagr
andise owned or kept on 'hand for
sale by said merchants, during the
three months next preceding such
t5th day of September.
System.
Last evening, the conned. met
the general assembly eharnbereat the
city hall. but immediately adernurned
over until tomorrow evening because
yesterday being recognized as a legal
holiday the municipal authorities did
not desire to transict away business
and its legality afteiviarits be' tested
and found faulty beOuuse of its ea,
actrnent on a holiday. There was
present last, night , Members Ingram,
Ochlschlaeger, Gilsoo, Reakerpf, Tay-
lor, Agnew, McCarty, Garman, Me-
Broom and flarpett. This left Conn
cilmen Kolb and Riglesberger the ab
S esnees.
There are many mattere coming
before the board and one of especial
importance is that of extending the
sanitary sewerage system fOut West
Proadw-ay so connections therewith
could be made to the Washington
school building. ufaecretary Pitcher,
of the school board, was present at
last night's council meeting with a
petition asking for the extension, ion
behalf -4 the board, but it could not
he considered out account of the ed-
it urnment The 'school board nseets
in regular session Otis evening at
the high school on West Broadway,
but the secretary will have nothing
to report from -the council in this re-
spett. The trustees have been push-
ing the Attention for sever,al years,
but it seems their progressive and
letel'al5Te efforts are of no avail, tie
not a step has been taken by the city
authorities toward tottendina the
mains, despite faithful promises all
along to this effect.,
Galvanized Rirtber Roofing war-
ranted for steep or fiat roof or over
old shingles, requires no coating or
Bro., lcsealeago. G. R. Davis &
agents.
M. Fendoll Burnett is in Paris on
husiness.
1 Prompt attention to this will sa•nt
property owners additional cost.
STEWART DICK, Assessor.
. Office Room 9, City Hall.
i Approved, D. A. YEISER, Mayor.
.
School Opening.
Mrs. John J. Dorian announces
the opening a her private school on
Monday, September is, at her resi-
dence, 5o3 South Fourth. This is
the fourth year eif thii popular
school. It is the only strictly pri-
vate school imp the city and it
been a succeee- from the start. The
course of study incledes all the Eng-
lish branches, Latin, shorthand and
bookkeeping. Patrorrs are requested
to make application as soon as possi-
ble so that arrangement, may be
made before the time for the open-
ing\ of the school. Hours 9 to 2, with
intermission for Inneboon, 3 to 5 a
7 to 9 p. m. /314 phone 1478.
BUILDING FOR SALE.
Bids for the building wow occupied
by John B. Ttrrell as a stable on
Fifth street will be received by till
undersigned until Sept. 5. • .
G. R. DAVIS.
Pres. Elks' Iltrilding Asera,
Electric Light Notice.
All bills are dime and payable at the
office of the company, 120 South
Fourth street. Current will be dis-
continued if bills are not paid on or
before August rot
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
Watts Boulevard.
Take a look at Watts bonleveril.
will sneprise yen Drive out to
There v.iir pass up tonight bound
for the Tennessee river thst stebneer
Clity of Savannah, which left; the
Future Greet yesterday.
Anderson, Crawford.
Albritton, E. W.
Allcock,
Barton & Parrot.
Baldree..Chas.
Baldytte, J. R..
Burger, Edward.
°VIVO% B, B.
C
r.s
• •
-aftte.
re J. A.
se(t, G. W.
Fristoe, R. H.
Fry, J. W.
Garton, B. F.
Garton, W. A.
Gibson, N. A.
Creek Dr.
Hodges, N. A.
)caes, Q. I..
Mason, L H.
Masora, Dick.
Monroe, J. W.
Murphy, A. H.
Nestler, John.
Otey, Dr. •
they, I.
Parrot, Ards's.
Pryor, J. 3.
Quisenfrerry, J. L.
Rives, 1 O.
Russel, Win
Rust G. W,
Shelton. Def.
%amnions, Sephoue
ThOmas. L
ntler!miet s. DT.
'tbomjson, J. T.
Stift. R.
Thompion. Hasard.
Thompsbn,
Towusend, H. M.
alters. Lee.
Warlord; J. IA
Watkins, J. T.
Whittemore, R. Vv..
WE ARE AWING MANY NEW CITY SUBSCRIBERS TO
Clglif LIST. IF YOU CANNOT FIND THE, ONE YOU WANT
CALI. CHIEF OPERATOR.
Ji
•
444
1 .4
. .
Peoples' Independent Telephone Co
slc Your Grocer „
',Tor KEVIL'S
ARISTOCRAT FLOUR .
The Standard Flour of
The World,
Call Camp Yeiser Over
EAST TENNESSEt IELEPHONE CO.
Exclusive Exchange Corinection
Independent Company's Exchange. Connection
Discontinued.
GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNER.
35e EVF2itY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11 :30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 500.
 •WINM=11411111111411  
12:30 to s.
1110041MENSI,
E.G. BOONE,
13KNERAL INSURANCE AND TELAT, ESTATIE AGENCY. $PE&
1AL ATTENTION TO ALL CLASS OF GUARANTY BONDS.
DON'T ASK YOUR TRIENDS—WY.FURNISH SECURITY.„
OLD PHONE NO. as4.
FULL LINE SASH, DOOR.S, PINE FLOORING AND ALL OTHER BUILDING MATERIAL.
Sherrill-Russell Lumber Co.
INCOR.PORATED.
Both 'Phones 295. Prompt Delivery. Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.
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